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FADE IN: 

EXT. THE PINEDALE GAS PIPELINE -- DAY 

It’s an arid day in Wyoming, and out in the middle of 
nowhere the wind blows through the sagebrush. From a 
distance, we see THREE MEN at work on a gas silo. TWO 
MEXICANS up on a scaffold, ONE ROUGHNECK on the ground. 

A cell phone rings. The man down below walks over to the 
company truck. 

 
INT. BY THE TRUCK -- SAME 

There’s a label on the side of the truck that reads: 

 
“MCMILLAN CO. ENERGY SOLUTIONS” 

!
From the back of the truck, the stout ROUGHNECK picks up 
the ringing cell phone. 

ROUGHNECK 
(into phone) 

Jared here. 

A stern voice snaps back with impatience. It’s MCMILLAN, 
a ruthless businessman with unwavering resolve. And he 
sounds like an asshole. 

MCMILLAN (VO) 
Is Antonio there? Get me that 
greasy berry picker on the phone. 

ROUGHNECK 
(into phone) 

Yes sir. Right away Mr. McMillan! 

The roughneck shouts out to the TWO MEXICANS up on the 
scaffold. 

ROUGHNECK (CONT’D) 
Hey Rock Star! Phone call! It’s 
the big guy! 

One of them makes his way down. And as he comes closer to 
the phone we get a better look at him. Early forties, 
stocky build that’s seen a lot of work in his day, but 
there’s still a glimmer of ease in his eyes. This is 
ANTONIO MÉNDEZ.  

He peels the ‘McMillan Co.’ helmet off his head and puts 
the phone to his ear. Replies with a heavy accent. 

ANTONIO 
Yes, this is Antonio? 
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MCMILLAN (VO) 
There he is! Listen amigo, I have 
a problem with some of the roofing 
up on the nunnery. Looks like 
you’ll have to get up there 
tonight. 

ANTONIO 
Mr. McMillan... That place. I 
can’t go to that place. 

MCMILLAN (VO) 
Excuse me? 

ANTONIO 
Sir, that place... I would prefer 
not go there. 

MCMILLAN (VO) 
Antonio, why would I give a rat’s 
ass what you prefer? I have to 
have that place looking decent by 
tomorrow for the Jackson Hole 
developers. Now you be the little 
beaner that could and fix the shit 
out of those shingles. And don’t 
think I won’t bury you... 

Antonio bites his lip, enraged. 

ANTONIO 
...Yes sir. 

MCMILLAN (VO) 
Come on: Say it the way I like. 

ANTONIO 
Si, señor. 

MCMILLAN (VO) 
Thanks amigo. Bye bye. 

By this time, the other worker on the scaffold has made 
his way down. He’s a younger, soul-patched Mexican in his 
thirties named RAMIRO, who looks at Antonio, concerned. 

RAMIRO 
Everything okay? 

Antonio SLAMS his McMillan helmet on the ground with all 
he’s got. 

ANTONIO 
It’s fine, Ramiro. It’s fine. 

And the WIND BLOWS. 
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EXT. A DESOLATE ROAD -- THE GOLDEN HOUR 

It’s late in the day and we see the same McMillan company 
truck deviate from the main stretch of road onto a dirt 
path. We follow the truck as it makes its way up, and at 
the crest of the hill sits a modest building, a hundred 
year old architecture burdened by time, kept standing by 
God knows what. This is the Nunnery. 

 

EXT. THE NUNNERY -- MOMENTS LATER 

The ladder COLLIDES against the roofing of the nunnery 
and Antonio climbs up. He sighs with every step. He does 
not want to be there. 

He carries a bucket of spare shingles. And all is quiet. 

The ladder CREAKS: 

Antonio SCREAMS and his bucket of shingles DROPS two 
stories to the ground. 

ANTONIO 
Puta madre. 

From the ladder, he looks below to the windows and the 
lights have TURNED ON. 

Antonio is quiet as the WIND HOWLS and the fear in his 
eyes grows-- 

There is a HEAVY POUNDING from within the house. The 
footsteps of something massive. 

WHOOSH! The ladder slides out from under him-- 

--And Antonio PLUMMETS to the ground. 

 

EXT. OUTSIDE THE NUNNERY, ON THE GROUND -- SAME 

Antonio lies on the floor, bloody and unable to move. 

His body shivers in agony and his eyes widen as the 
POUNDING COMES CLOSER-- 

A presence approaches FAST-- 

And the WIND SHRIEKS A FEVER PITCH-- 

Antonio knows it’s coming closer and he SCREAMS his final 
breath. 
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EXT. THE MÉNDEZ HOUSE -- DAY 

A decent house in the suburbs on the edge of town, 
overlooking hills upon hills covered in sagebrush. Lots 
of it. 

 

INT. THE LIVING ROOM, ADJACENT KITCHEN -- DAY 

In the living room, a lanky and wide-eyed sixteen-year 
old Mexican named CARLOS MÉNDEZ busies himself on a 
desktop computer. Clicking and clicking on the mouse... 

DIANA MÉNDEZ, his mother, oversees boiling pots and 
frying pans in what might eventually become dinner. She’s 
something to behold for a woman in her forties and she 
bites her lip as she cooks. Maybe it’s not going as well 
as she planned. She checks up on her son, glued to the 
computer.   

DIANA 
Carlos, you get any closer to the 
screen you’re going to fall right 
in. 

CARLOS 
What do you think of this one? 

Carlos moves over and we see what he’s excited about: The 
guitar section of an online music store. We’re looking at 
the most ungodly NEON GREEN GUITAR on the computer 
screen. 

DIANA 
It looks like that um, what do you 
call it? Radioactive green? 

She tends to her kitchen project throughout. 

CARLOS 
Nuclear green? 

DIANA 
No, like... Throw up green. 

CARLOS 
Not even close, Ama, this one is 
called Vector green. 

DIANA 
Victor? Who’s Victor? 

CARLOS 
Ama, stop it! 
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DIANA 
Why are you looking at guitars 
anyway? 

CARLOS 
--My Apa said he would get me the 
one I wanted if I passed my 
classes last year. He owes me for 
it. 

DIANA 
Does he? We will see about that 
when he gets home. Come set the 
dishes. 

Carlos sets the table for three. There is a TATTERED BOOK 
on the table that reads in Spanish, 

 
“MUSIC THEORY, BEGINNERS” 

 
Carlos picks it up. 

CARLOS 
I’m going to buy a guitar whether 
you like it or not. On my own. 

DIANA 
Your father should be helping you 
find a job, Carlos. You need money 
in your pockets, not Victor’s 
Green Guitar. 

Carlos sits down to eat with his book in hand. Diana sets 
a plate of chicken pasta in front of him. Looks as 
appetizing as throw-up. 

CARLOS 
What’s this? 

DIANA 
Something different. 

He humors his mother with a smile. 

CARLOS 
Thanks Ama. 

Diana sits next to him, takes the music book out of his 
hands and sets it away with a tender smile. 

DIANA 
That’ll show your father. Telling 
me I need to cook something 
different... 
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DIANA (CONT’D) 
...Because the way I see it: you 
can take the girl out of Mexico 
but you can’t take the Mexican out 
of her kitchen. 

And then there is a knock at the door. 

DIANA (CONT’D) 
And now that he’s here you can 
tell him how great it is, okay? 

She opens the door and finds Ramiro, bruised and dirty 
from work. There is a company vehicle behind him that 
reads ‘McMillan Co.’ on the side, and TWO MEN IN SUITS 
stand back as the car headlights turn them into 
silhouettes. 

RAMIRO 
Dianita... 

DIANA 
Don’t you say it. 

RAMIRO 
! ! ! (In Spanish w/ English subtitles) 

He’s gone, Diana. 

Diana nods her head as if erasing what she’s just heard 
and she collapses, there in the doorframe. 

Ramiro holds her, and the panic in her eyes manifests 
into DEAFENING SCREAMS of sorrow. 

Carlos stands by the table filled with silence. He wants 
to go to his mother, but instead he curls his pasta 
noodles around his fork. 

Carlos takes one bite and he begins to weep. 

 
 

 

TITLE CARD: 

 

 
“FIVE MONTHS LATER” 

 

 
 

 

DISSOLVE TO: 
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EXT. THE TRAILER PARK -- DAY 

There’s a ratty sign at the mouth of a shitty trailer 
park that reads: 

 
“SUN CREEK ESTATES” 

!
And there at the edge of the park, sits a RUNDOWN TRAILER 
battered by years of Wyoming winters. 

Ramiro’s truck pulls up to it and Carlos is the first one 
out, fetching a box from the truck bed.  

 

INT. THE TRAILER -- DAY 

It’s a pretty cramped home. The living room, if one can 
call it that, is already littered with moving boxes, and 
Carlos awaits an order with a box in hand. 

CARLOS 
Ama, where do you want this 
kitchen stuff? 

DIANA 
In the kitchen, perhaps? 

Carlos stares at a kitchenette in the corner. It’s pretty 
much a moveable cart. 

CARLOS 
I didn’t know kitchens had wheels. 

Carlos sets down his box. Looks out the window, scoping 
out his backyard: a remote landscape of sagebrush and 
scattered trailers at the edge of town. 

Meanwhile, Diana sees Ramiro out. 

DIANA 
Thank you so much for your 
kindness, Ramiro. You’ve been a 
tremendous help. 

RAMIRO 
Anytime, Diana. Have a good night. 

He calls out to Carlos. 

RAMIRO (CONT’D) 
Nos vemos, Carlos. 

Diana closes the door after him and looks to her son. 

DIANA 
It’s not what you are used to, but 
when I save up more cash-- 
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CARLOS 
--Ama, don’t worry. This place 
will do just fine. 

She smiles with relief. 

DIANA 
Come on, time to unpack, unless 
you want to sleep on these boxes! 

 

INT. CARLOS’ ROOM -- LATER ON 

The night has come and his room is still in boxes save 
for the bed he sits on. 

The alarm clock that sits on an unpacked box reads “3:30 
AM.” He’s sick of looking at it so he pulls the plug. 

CARLOS 
(In Spanish w/ English subtitles) 

I think when you left you must 
have taken my sleep with you. 

Lit by the orange haze of the streetlamp outside his 
window, Carlos moves the alarm clock off the unpacked box 
and its label is revealed: 

 
“DAD’S SHIT” 

 
He opens the box and it is littered with trinkets. A 
small rosary his father always carried with him. An old 
cassette tape of his Dad’s band, “LOS PRINCIPES.” Back 
when he had long hair and both his ears pierced. Some 
photo albums, and though he has to sift through the rest, 
he yanks out a FADED GUITAR PICK. Etched on its rusted 
steel surface are the five points of a star. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
Cool... 

Carlos strums his imaginary air guitar. This peculiar 
pick is still fit for strumming, so he slips the pick in 
his pocket. He knows he’ll need it later on. 

He glances out the window for a moment and he has to 
double take, 

CARLOS POV: 

There’s a MOUNTAIN GOAT outside. Like stone, it peers 
through the window with stillness so chilling it even 
shuts the wind up. 
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Carlos can’t look away. The goat lowers its head and its 
horns come into prominence. Menacing and wide like stakes 
piercing into darkness. 

And then it approaches the window... 

Carlos can’t move... 

The beast RUSHES at Carlos-- 

He shuts his eyes and screams-- 

CARLOS 
AMA! 

--And then QUIET. 

His door bursts open and Diana races in. 

DIANA 
Carlos, cariño what is wrong?! 

Carlos opens his eyes. The goat is gone and the only 
thing staring back at him through the window is the black 
of night. 

CARLOS 
Nothing. We need to get some 
blinds. 

 

EXT. PINEDALE HIGH SCHOOL -- MORNING 

It’s cold as fuck. Carlos, bundled in a winter coat and 
oversized backpack, hurries up the steps of the main 
doors. As if the other kids will ignore him if he walks 
faster. 

 

INT. PINEDALE HIGH SCHOOL -- MOMENTS LATER 

He opens the locker and he selects the books he will need 
for the day. Geometry, Astronomy, English… 

And at the back of the pile sits that worn MUSIC BOOK in 
Spanish. Bars and measures smeared across the cover. 

He grabs his MUSIC BOOK, slams the locker shut and 
bumbles down the hallway in his poofy winter coat. 

He walks away and there is a reveal of a FESTIVE BANNER 
hanging on the wall: 

 
“PINEDALE HIGH WELCOMES YOU!” 
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INT. GEOMETRY CLASSROOM -- DAY 

Everyone is filtering in for class and Carlos sits by 
window. A lot of White faces filing in. Save for FRANK, 
the quiet Black Kid who sits next to Carlos. 

He glances out the window as a sleek BMW SEDAN approaches 
the drop off zone. 

From the passenger side comes the most beautiful 
seventeen year-old girl he’s ever seen. Even in heavy 
winter garb, she manages to look stylish. This blonde 
haired, blue-eyed princess is CHANTELL. 

Then a hand taps his shoulder... 

It belongs to JAKE HUTCHINSON, the strong-jawed, 
letterman-jacket-wearing quarterback. He’s kind of a big 
deal.  

JAKE 
That’s my seat. 

CARLOS 
What? 

JAKE 
You heard me, Rico. Move over. 

CARLOS 
No. I was here first. 

JAKE 
You like bean dip? 

CARLOS 
Don’t start man-- 

JAKE 
--‘Cause if you don’t move over 
that’s what I’ll make you. 

Carlos picks up his shit. Moves over. 

CARLOS 
One of us has to be civil. 

JAKE 
Oh civil? Is that what you are? 
Hey look everyone! Look who’s 
giving me a lesson on words! When 
did you learn English, like 
yesterday? 

CARLOS 
Dude, English is my first 
language. 
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Chantell claims her seat in the back. TWO FASHION SAVVY-
GIRLS crowd around her. 

JAKE 
So you must think you’re one of 
the guys huh? 

CARLOS 
Just drop it. 

Carlos sets his book on his desk and Jake pushes them 
off. 

JAKE 
Not done talking to you, Amigo. 

CARLOS 
Okay... 

JAKE 
You like football? I’m sure you 
do, you’re one of us, aren’t you? 
You should try out, we need more 
defense. You like chicks? You 
probably do, if you’re one of us. 
See that girl over there? 

Jake points to Chantell. 

JAKE (CONT’D) 
She’s cute huh? 

CARLOS 
I’m not going to play your game. 

Jake slaps Carlos across the face. 

JAKE 
You’ll do what you’re told-- 

Carlos swings back and a brawl ensues. One that Jake 
quickly gains the upper hand on, with a cross-face cradle 
pin maneuver, and suddenly he has Carlos on the floor, 
struggling for breath. 

JAKE (CONT’D) 
Oh come on, don’t tell me you’ve 
never heard of this one! I thought 
Mexicans loved wrestling! 

By now the student crowd SOARS WITH NOISE and excitement. 
Jake finishes the maneuver and DRAGS Carlos’ face across 
the rug floor. He SCREAMS. 

JAKE (CONT’D) 
Now you be a good spick and answer 
my question. She’s cute. More than 
cute, isn’t she? 
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Carlos lifts his head to Chantell and their EYES MEET. He 
smiles at her, sweetly. 

CARLOS 
She’s the most beautiful thing 
I’ve ever seen. ...So yeah, I’d 
tap that. 

Some chuckle in the crowd. Jake’s enraged. 

JAKE 
That’s my girlfriend. A little 
respect. 

CARLOS 
Don’t like the answer? You 
shouldn’t have asked.  

Jake decks Carlos in the face, knocks him out. 

The disgruntled TEACHER finally rolls in. 

TEACHER 
Gather round kids, we have a 
golden ratio to discuss... 

He notices the unconscious kid on the floor. 

TEACHER (CONT’D) 
...What the hell is going on 
here?! 

 

INT. THE PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE -- LATER ON 

Carlos, held in isolation, sits by the window with an ice 
pack on his rug-burned face. 

The PRINCIPAL opens the door. 

PRINCIPAL 
Would your father be able to come 
get you-- 

CARLOS 
--My father? My father’s no 
longer... I can walk, you know. I 
don’t live that far. 

PRINCIPAL 
Off you go then. But your parents 
need to speak with me by the end 
of the week. Okay? 

CARLOS 
You got it. 

Carlos picks up his bag and leaves. 
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INT. THE TRAILER -- DAY 

Carlos checks himself in the mirror. Half his face, the 
color of a ripe tomato. 

CARLOS 
(In Spanish w/ English subtitles) 

See how they fucked me up? At 
least they didn’t suspend me... 

 

INT. THE TRAILER LIVING ROOM -- MOMENTS LATER 

He sits down. Some of the boxes have been cleared by now 
and the place is starting to look like home. 

Carlos looks at the correspondence on the one kitchen 
countertop. The first letter on the pile is addressed: 

 
“MCMILLAN CO. 

American Energy Solutions” 
 

He’s about to open the letter when a QUIET RUMBLING 
begins. 

Carlos peers out the cracked front window and up ahead 
sees Ramiro’s shoddy pickup, COMING CLOSER… 

The vehicle stops and Carlos’ eyes follow Ramiro, in his 
finest bellhop attire, as he carries a plate of food 
wrapped in aluminum foil, all the way up the steps-- 

 
--THEN A KNOCK AT THE DOOR. 

Carlos remains quiet and doesn’t answer. A pause. 

RAMIRO (OS) 
Carlos? I know you’re in there, 
compa. 

Carlos stands behind the door, eerily quiet. 

RAMIRO (OS) 
I know you’re starving. Knock once 
if you’re hungry. 

Silence. 

RAMIRO (OS) 
That is fine with me. I guess I’ll 
just take this carne con chile and 
go on my merry way... 

Not skipping a beat, Carlos opens the door. 
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Ramiro surrenders the foiled plate and Carlos immediately 
readies to eat. He pulls the foil and finds stale 
continental breakfast. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
No mames Ramiro! 

RAMIRO 
Yes. I lied. But you have to eat. 
If you have a problem with it, 
take it up with your Ama. 

Carlos grudgingly eats. Ramiro makes himself at home, 
reaches for the remote control. 

CARLOS 
Thanks. How’s work? 

RAMIRO 
A la chingada. Busy as shit. We 
got a couple of buses passing 
through. Lot of old tourists, but 
good tips. 

CARLOS 
Is she by herself today? 

RAMIRO 
No, her friend Lupe got sent to do 
laundry too. But what’s up with 
your face? You drinkin’ and 
stumblin’, like I told you not to 
do? 

CARLOS 
I ate shit. That’s all. 

RAMIRO 
You must have been real hungry, by 
the look of it. You guys don’t 
have cable yet, do you? 

CARLOS 
We’re not getting cable. 

Ramiro, offended, tosses the remote. 

RAMIRO 
‘Inga su madre, what are you going 
to do on Sundays? 

CARLOS 
Miss out on the games. That’s 
what. Chivas is playing this 
weekend too... 
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RAMIRO 
Who busted your face, compa? 

CARLOS 
I told you, I ate shit-- 

RAMIRO 
--If you need me to take down a 
pinche knucklehead, just say the 
word-- 

CARLOS 
--Ramiro, you don’t have to look 
after us, the way you’re looking 
after us. You know? 

RAMIRO 
I know you’re all growed up, 
compa. I’d just feel like a bad 
friend to your Dad if I didn’t 
check in. Know what I’m saying? 

Carlos nods, halfheartedly. Ramiro makes for the door. 

RAMIRO (CONT’D) 
Well if you don’t want to eat it 
at least tell your Ama I brought 
it over, okay? 

CARLOS 
Ramiro? Why was my Dad at the 
Nunnery in the first place? 

Ramiro makes for the door. Stops himself. 

RAMIRO 
...Your Apa was doing extra 
housework for McMillan. 

CARLOS 
At the nunnery? 

RAMIRO 
Music alone wasn’t going to pay 
off the interest on his loans, 
compa. 

CARLOS 
All this for the house loan? 

RAMIRO 
--I gotta get back to the hotel, 
chamaco. 

Carlos nods and Ramiro exits. The sound of his pickup 
starting and driving away. 
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CARLOS 
(In Spanish w/ English subtitles) 

Ama never tells me anything-- 

--Carlos sets his dinner aside with disgust. He goes back 
to the stack of mail on the counter. He opens the letter. 

 

INT. CARLOS’ BEDROOM -- MOMENTS LATER 

Carlos puts on his heavy jacket and pockets his MP3 
PLAYER, headphones and all. 

He heads out the door. 

 

EXT. THE TRAILER PARK -- THE GOLDEN HOUR 

Carlos crosses the landscape of shitty trailers. Not a 
soul out and about, it’s getting colder. 

With his headphones on, the music in his ears underscores 
his walk. This isn’t traditional Mexican music but 
heavier, dark rock. 

He exits the trailer park and picks up his step. 

 

CLOSE UP -- THE MP3 PLAYER 

Carlos listens to the music of his father, we can tell by 
the ALBUM ART IMAGE on his music player.  That same cover 
we saw with Antonio and his long hair, pierced ears. 

 

EXT. DESOLATE ROAD -- THE GOLDEN HOUR 

There’s a dirt road that leads back into town from the 
trailer park, the same one he treks on his way to school. 

With the last of the setting sunlight, we see the 
background of rolling hills littered with sagebrush. 

Out in the distance, the nunnery sits on one of the 
hills. A little speck of home in the twilight hour. 

Carlos looks over to it just as-- 

--A light in the building SNAPS ON. 

The music in his ear suddenly BURSTS INTO SCREECHING. 
Like a death scream blowing right in his ears. Or perhaps 
it’s a glitch in his mp3 player. 

Carlos takes off his headphones. 
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EXT. THE NUNNERY -- THE GOLDEN HOUR 

Carlos shuffles up the road and approaches the façade of 
this weathered estate. The light’s still on in there, and 
Carlos approaches one of the two ancient front windows, 
like a pair of eyes foggy with cataracts, staring right 
back at Carlos. 

The main door sits ajar, and he can’t look away from it. 
There’s something drawing him in... 

 

INT. THE NUNNERY, COMMON ROOM -- MOMENTS LATER 

Carlos enters the stale quiet of the common room. His 
every footstep squeaks painfully as he nears the center 
of the open room. 

Display cases here and there showcase a hundred year old 
Catholic garb and Rosaries, graphs and timelines on the 
walls detail the ‘Sacred Well Nunnery Timeline.’ And of 
course, the staple of any old museum, a mantelpiece 
photograph that greets anyone who comes through the front 
door: the image of the ORDER OF DOMINICAN NUNS who 
established the nunnery long ago. 

Then the WIND BLOWS and carries a DISEMBODIED WHISPER 
with it. This is the MESSENGER-- 

MESSENGER 
--Carlos, my dear... 

Carlos jumps back, startled. He looks to his pocket: 

Something in his pocket FUMBLES AND SHIFTS inside the 
pocket, itching to get out. 

Carlos reaches in and pulls out his father’s GUITAR PICK. 

A calm takes over and Carlos watches over the motionless 
guitar pick on the open palm of his left hand. 

THEN BURNING: 

The guitar pick SEARS THE FLESH of his palm and it 
sizzles as the five points light up. 

This cursed pick falls out of his hand and onto the 
wooden floor. THE PICK MELTS THROUGH THE FLOOR, leaving a 
hole the size of a quarter-- 

--Carlos BOLTS out of the place, scared shitless. 
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EXT. THE MAIN DRAG -- NIGHT 

Downtown is slow tonight, nobody around. More impressive 
is the fact this shit-town consists of a mere two blocks 
of storefronts. 

The interstate spans the length of the background, a 
steady STREAM OF HEADLIGHTS cross our sight like beads, 
semi-truck engines bellowing from afar. 

Carlos gallops down this main street and around the 
corner. 

 

EXT. THE SNOOZ’INN -- NIGHT 

It’s the kind of place you have to settle for when 
there’s no vacancy at the Super 8 Motel. 

Silhouetted by the dim parking lot lights, Carlos sprints 
to the back of the building. 

 
AND AROUND THE BACK -- 

There’s a foggy pair of LARGE WINDOWS and we peek inside. 
The overworked laundry machines come into view as Carlos 
approaches. 

He stops under the lights at the back of the hotel, 
finally inspects his left hand: 

A BLISTERED PENTAGRAM resides on his palm. Freaked out, 
he puts his hand in his pocket, as if ignoring the thing 
will make it disappear. 

And from his POV, we see Diana folding sheets, her back 
to us. 

There’s a cart of dirty laundry next to her, and she 
proceeds to sift through stranger’s pockets. 

 

INT. THE HOTEL LAUNDRY ROOM -- CONTINUOUS 

Carlos pauses for a moment. Then grips the window’s edge. 

He slides it open and it SHRIEKS--  

Diana screams-- 

CARLOS 
Gotcha! 

DIANA 
Carlitos! 

Carlos hops in through the window. 
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CARLOS 
Couldn’t resist. What are you 
doing? 

DIANA 
Just collecting my tips-- 

CARLOS 
--Right, I didn’t know pocket lint 
was a currency. 

She takes one look at the wounds on his face from his 
earlier scuffle at school. 

DIANA (CONT’D) 
--Mijito what happened?! 

CARLOS 
Nothing. I fell. 

DIANA 
You should be more careful, I 
can’t be cleaning up after you 
too. 

CARLOS 
When are you coming home? 

DIANA 
Just a handful of batches left and 
Lupe will take over, she just had 
to take lunch. 

Diana points to a wall of shelves, stacked to capacity 
with GREEN LAUNDRY BAGS from guests. 

DIANA (CONT’D) 
New service they offer: For a 
little extra, we do the guest’s 
laundry too! I have had that idea 
years ago, cariño. These fools are 
finally learning where the money 
is. 

CARLOS 
That’s a shit-ton of laundry. 

DIANA 
Carlitos, there’s always a better 
word than that. 

CARLOS 
Sorry--Thought I’d bring you this. 

Carlos takes the McMillan letter from his pocket and 
hands it to her. 
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DIANA 
Why is it open? It’s not your 
business-- 

CARLOS 
--Just read it Ama. 

She reads. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
That letter makes it sound like he 
was really sorry for our loss. You 
think McMillan’s sorry enough to 
forgive a dead man’s mortgage? 

DIANA 
We’d be lucky to get a fixed 
interest from Sheldon McMillan. 
But you leave me to worry about 
that, deal? 

CARLOS 
I wish you’d let me in on this 
stuff, Ama. 

DIANA 
You might be on to something: 
maybe I’ll scare you with all our 
debts so one day you’ll have none 
of your own... 

In the silence, Carlos looks about the white room. Then 
to the wall with the dirty laundry. 

Diana stares out the window and from the shadows beyond 
the parking lot, a DUST DEVIL grows. 

DIANA (CONT’D) 
Mira Carlos, is that-- 

The window SLIDES open, the glass CRACKS as a gale fills 
the room-- 

Diana ducks and takes her son down-- 

--The dirty laundry bags TOPPLE OVER, the shelving 
BREAKS: 

All those dirty laundry bags COME FALLING DOWN like an 
avalanche. 

DIANA (CONT’D) 
ME LLEVA LA CHINGADA! 

The laundry bags cover the entire floor. Diana 
frantically tries to shove them back against the wall. 
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CARLOS 
Ama, are you ok? 

DIANA (CONT’D) 
Don’t just stand there, hijo. Come 
help! 

Carlos closes the window. Goes to her aid and together 
they pick up the mess. Pushing and stacking these God-
forsaken bags much like Gustave Doré depicts those in the 
fourth circle of Hell. 

 

INT. THE HOTEL LOBBY -- LATER ON 

Carlos waits by the main entrance. On an end table next 
to a fake bouquet of morning glories, and their blooming 
five points, marked by magenta highlights remind him of 
his swollen hand. There’s a stack of brochures and he 
reaches for one. Tacky, yet welcoming: 

 
“WELCOME TO THE 

SNOOZ’INN! 
 

THE BEST SHUT-EYE IN THE COWBOY STATE!” 
 

Carlos chuckles at the glib marketing. He skims to the 
bottom of the tri-fold and in the smallest of fonts, he 
finds a nugget of information no one in this town ever 
needs reminding of: 

 
“A MCMILLAN PROPERTY” 

 

Carlos looks up and the BITCHY RECEPTIONIST has been 
giving him the stink-eye all along. 

CARLOS 
Say no more, Charity. I’ll wait 
for her out back. Have a good 
night... 

He exits. 
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INT. THE HIGH SCHOOL CAFETERIA -- DAY 

The rug burn on his face is healing by now, and Carlos 
picks up his lunch tray. 

He shuffles past the many White faces. All in their 
clusters and circles of friendship, and there in the 
middle of the cafeteria, at a half-empty table, he joins 
Frank, the Black kid from his geometry class. 

FRANK 
Hey. What happened to your hand? 

Carlos has done a fine job stamping FIVE BANDAIDS to the 
palm of his hand. Very sanitary. 

CARLOS 
Oh. Cutting in the kitchen, Top 
Chef style. 

They sit in silence for a bit as they eat. Frank 
chuckles. 

FRANK 
Nice job with Jake. 

CARLOS 
Why do you say that? 

FRANK 
Haven’t you heard? They had him 
suspended. 

CARLOS 
Really? How long? 

FRANK 
Like, two weeks. 

Carlos smiles, with relief. The schoolbell rings, and 
over the commotion, the PRINCIPAL’S VOICE spews out of 
the intercom: 

PRINCIPAL’S VOICE 
On your way to third period, don’t 
forget, this year’s McMillan vigil 
will be held by the west parking 
lot after school. Don’t hesitate 
to stop by to pay your respects...   
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INT. THE CAFETERIA -- MOMENTS LATER 

Carlos goes to the trash to scrape off his food tray and 
a plaque on the wall catches his eye. A memento bearing 
the photo of a smiling five year old. Blonde hair, blue 
eyed, charming boy. The plaque reads: 

 
“WITH LOVE, WE BEQUEATH THIS BUILDING 

IN YOUR MEMORY, LIAM” 

 
Before Carlos can empty his tray, a varsity fist slams it 
out of his hands and onto the floor. This is Avery, the 
other jock from geometry class, who comes real close to 
Carlos with a whisper: 

AVERY 
He may be gone, but we got our eye 
on you, homes. Watch your back! 

Avery struts away and Carlos goes the other way, shaken. 
Above the doorway there’s an even larger block of text 
you can’t really ignore on your way out: 

 
“THE LIAM MCMILLAN CAFETERIA” 

 

INT. THE SCHOOL HALLWAY, BY HIS LOCKER -- LATER ON 

Carlos plucks the MUSIC BOOK out of his locker. Slams the 
door shut. 

 

INT. THE CROWDED HALLWAY, BY THE DOUBLE DOORS -- SAME 

Just as Carlos pushes the double doors to the parking 
lot, there’s a GROUP OF GIRLS crowding the Girl’s 
Bathroom on the right. It’s the girls from geometry class 
in semicircle, not doing a very good job at whispering. 
And in passing, Carlos catches sight of Chantell, WIPING 
THE TEARS OFF HER FACE. The other girls comfort her. 

It’s all a very brief moment, and Carlos steps out 
concerned. 

 

EXT. THE LOCAL LIBRARY -- DAY 

There never seems to be anyone out and about. It’s dead 
quiet too, just before the snowfall comes; when the cold 
is crisp and unforgiving, and Carlos crosses the street 
to the Pinedale Public Library. 
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INT. THE LOCAL LIBRARY -- MOMENTS LATER 

Carlos sifts in his overstuffed backpack for the MUSIC 
BOOK. He drops it in the RETURN drop-box by the door. 

A sign pointing up the stairs catches his attention from 
the corner of his eye: 

 
“100 YEARS OF THE SACRED WELL NUNNERY 

WITH DR. LANCE FIRS” 

 

INT. THE LIBRARY MEETING ROOM -- MOMENTS LATER 

There’s a presentation underway as Carlos listens from 
the safety of the doorframe. He gives in to the 
condescending tone of the Curator, Dr. Lance Firs. 

Though he’s eager about his subject, Dr. Firs doesn’t 
seem to excite the THREE OLD GEEZERS in the audience with 
his snazzy powerpoint. 

DR. FIRS 
The most fascinating thing to 
consider is what I like to call 
the Great Shift of 1938. In which 
the most peculiar thing occurs: 

He clicks his remote to a slide of MOTHER SUPERIOR. A 
cropped image taken from the larger portrait Carlos saw 
back at the nunnery. 

He gets a good look at Mother Superior’s face as Dr. Firs 
continues. 

DR. FIRS (CONT’D) 
Mother Superior Agnes O’Connell 
resigns from the Dominican order, 
reaps the unclaimed land around 
the nunnery, and converts the 
property from a shelter and House 
of God, to the headquarters for 
what would become the McMillan 
Energy Company. 

The remote clicks and onto the next image. Mother 
Superior at her desk handling correspondence. 

She wields a marvelous bronze LETTER OPENER. And then a 
CLICK: 
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DR. FIRS (CONT’D) 
There she is pictured with her 
infamous letter opener. She had it 
on her person at all times, mostly 
to intimidate potential thieves. 
Mind you, she had gone through the 
Depression and WWII, and many were 
after her wealth. But for someone 
with such devotion to God and her 
duties, what could possibly make 
her renounce twenty-five years of 
honorable servitude? 

Onto the next image of the Nunnery in its heyday... 

Carlos raises his hand. 

DR. FIRS (CONT’D) 
That’s a rhetorical question. 

CARLOS 
You think that place is haunted? 

DR. FIRS 
The only thing haunting the 
nunnery is neglect. Which is why I 
have urged the McMillan Estate to 
renovate the nunnery and uphold 
the legacy of this great town of 
ours. 

Carlos can’t believe the air has been sucked out of a 
room so large. 

 

INT. THE LIBRARY MEETING ROOM -- AFTER THE PRESENTATION 

Dr. Firs is packing up and Carlos lingers over a table of 
photographs and trinkets. Firs pounces at the boy’s 
slightest sign of interest: 

DR. FIRS 
It’s nice to see the younger crowd 
gather at the presentations. 

CARLOS 
Uh huh. I thought the museum was 
closing. 

On the table, Carlos finds the ORIGINAL PHOTO of Mother 
Superior at her desk. Something about that letter opener 
doesn’t feel right. It’s a dagger. 
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DR. FIRS 
Not if I have anything to say 
about it. 

CARLOS 
Why do you think she gave up being 
a nun? 

DR. FIRS 
Thanks to the McMillan Estate, 
there are a few things about the 
nunnery I’m not at liberty to 
discuss openly, but between you 
and me: Mother Superior was never 
a devout servant. She was an 
opportunist. 

Dr. Firs returns to unplugging his laptop from the 
projector. In the blink of an eye, Carlos SNATCHES the 
photograph he’s been eyeing all this time. Leaves. 

 

EXT. DESERTED DOWNTOWN STREET -- MOMENTS LATER 

Carlos nervously sprints. Crossing the post office 
parking lot, he notices a BLACK SEDAN across the street. 
The car inches forward as if it found its prey. 

CARLOS 
(In Spanish w/ English subtitles) 

Oh, isn’t that something... 

He quickens his pace... 

 

EXT. AROUND ANOTHER STREET CORNER -- MOMENTS LATER 

Carlos hustles and a beat later that damn sedan turns the 
same corner. There’s fear in his eyes. He keeps looking 
back at the car but he can’t gauge the distance... 

He’s so fixed on the car--  

The sidewalk’s uneven-- 

His foot finds a crack and-- 

WHAM! 

He trips and smacks his face on the sidewalk. 

 
AND ALL BECOMES HAZY... 
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In his momentary lapse, the sedan comes to a FULL STOP. 

A figure STEPS OUT of the car. Walks over to him like a 
ghost. 

It’s Chantell. And she appears by his side. She cradles 
the back of his head. 

All it takes is the tender sound of her voice to snap him 
out of his daze: 

CHANTELL 
Oh my God--are you okay? Can you 
hear me? 

Carlos sits there for a moment like an idiot, trying to 
figure out whether he’s alive or in some sweet high 
school coma. Then he mumbles: 

CARLOS 
...Are you stalking me? 

CHANTELL 
What? NO! I was just passing by 
and I saw what happened... 

Carlos rises, discombobulated. 

CARLOS 
Aw shit... 

CHANTELL 
Can you stand all right? 

She touches his face and RECOILS with pain.  

CARLOS 
Really? I landed on my good side 
too. Me lleva la chingada... 

CHANTELL 
You have a good side? 

CARLOS 
Yeah, the one your boyfriend 
didn’t scrub the classroom floor 
with. 

Carlos gathers his shit. Chantell stands back to give him 
some room.  

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
You were following me. 

CHANTELL 
I told you, I was driving by-- 
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CARLOS 
--It’s hard to look incognito when 
the family car precedes you, Ms. 
McMillan. 

Carlos starts walking. 

CHANTELL 
You want a lift? 

CARLOS 
Thanks, but you shouldn’t get your 
car dirty. 

CHANTELL 
You don’t really know me, do you? 

Carlos extends his hand to be shaken. 

CARLOS 
Hi, I’m Carlos. I’m in your 
Geometry class, and in Science Lab 
and history class too. Oh, and 
we’ve been in classes together 
since middle school. So I’m sorry 
for not knowing you real well, I 
just don’t think we’ve had enough 
time to get to know each other, 
seeing as how your crowd doesn’t 
really like my kind and your 
racist boy-toy beats my ass every 
chance he gets. My bad, Miss 
McMillan. 

She shakes his hand. Plays along. 

CHANTELL 
Okay: I’m Chantell, I like root 
beer floats and going to the 
racetrack, my least favorite 
subject is Spanish, not because I 
dislike people from other 
cultures, but because I’m kind of 
slow with languages. Jesus, I can 
barely talk in my own language, 
let alone someone else’s! ...And 
I’m sorry my boyfriend fucked up 
your face in front of everyone at 
school. Ex-boyfriend. As of today. 
And I go by Chantell, not Ms. 
McMillan. 

He pauses, somewhat perplexed. 
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CARLOS 
Huh. Thanks. 

CHANTELL 
I didn’t mean to scare you. 

She heads back to her car. 

CARLOS 
Hey-- 

CHANTELL 
--Yeah? 

CARLOS 
Were you serious about that ride? 
It’s kind of cold. 

 

INT. IN THE CAR -- LATER ON 

Carlos is quiet. He can’t believe he’s in the car with 
her. 

CARLOS 
I saw you crying at school today. 

CHANTELL 
You think you were the only one? 

CARLOS 
It’s none of my business, but-- 

CHANTELL 
--You’re right. It isn’t. 

CARLOS 
...Stay on this road for a while. 

CHANTELL 
Jesus. You walk all this way? 

CARLOS 
No, it’s not an everyday thing. My 
BMW’s in the shop. I have one for 
every day of the week, you know? 

CHANTELL 
Oh you’re that type: Hiding behind 
the thick wall of self-
deprecation... Please don’t be one 
of those serious guys... 

CARLOS 
I’d rather be self-deprecating 
than rude. Since, you’re giving me 
a ride and all. 
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CHANTELL 

You don’t have to worry about 
hurting my feelings. Spoiled 
bitches don’t have any. 

He smirks. She eyes him, tries to size him up. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
Are you depressed or something? Is 
that why you don’t have any 
friends? 

CARLOS 
I have friends! 

CHANTELL 
Sure, and I shop at WalMart. 

CARLOS 
You should drop me off here. 
Please. 

She SLAMS on the brakes. 

CHANTELL 
I know what your problem is: you 
need a little more cheer in your 
life. And I know just the thing: 
You need cookies. 

He chuckles. Half surprised, half curious. 

CARLOS 
Cookies? 

CHANTELL 
You want some? 

He humors her half-heartedly. 

CARLOS 
...Sure. 

She tightens his seat belt and she STEPS ON THE GAS -- 

 
ONWARD TO THE TRAILER PARK -- 

In the unpaved parking lot, the sedan picks up speed and 
Carlos SHRIEKS. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
Dude what are you doing?! Slow 
down! 

She slams on the brakes and spins the wheel-- 
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--Sends the car INTO A SPIN and she burns rubber on dirt. 
Spins a mean cookie! 

Then to an immediate stop right at Carlos’s trailer. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
At least I won’t have to go far 
for a new pair of pants. 

Chantell guffaws in relief at the excitement she just 
spearheaded. 

CHANTELL 
Oh my goodness, doesn’t that feel 
awesome? 

She TAPS him across the chest and hears the CRUMPLING OF 
PAPER coming from inside his jacket. He tries to ignore 
it. 

She taps him again and the tip of the OLD PHOTOGRAPH 
peeks out of his coat. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
Whatcha got in there? 

CARLOS 
Thanks for the lift. 

As he opens the door, she grabs his hand and reels him in 
with a curious gaze. 

CHANTELL 
What are you up to? 

CARLOS 
Nothing. None of your business. 

CHANTELL 
That only works when I do it. 

CARLOS 
Last time I heard, your family 
hadn’t bought mine yet. So your 
shit doesn’t work on me. 

CHANTELL 
This whole money thing’s a sore 
subject isn’t it? 

CARLOS 
Why were you crying? You tell me 
and I tell you. 

CHANTELL 
My brother’s anniversary’s today. 
He would have been ten this year. 

She recedes and Carlos sinks in his seat. 
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CARLOS 
Right. Little McMillan, from the 
cafeteria. 

CHANTELL 
And stupid Jake had the good sense 
to break up with me today. Of all 
days! 

From his poofy jacket, Carlos reveals his hidden 
treasure. The photograph he stole from the presentation. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
What are you doing with this? 

CARLOS 
I got it from the museum guy. 

CHANTELL 
It wasn’t his to give. 

CARLOS 
I’m not going to keep it forever, 
what’s the big deal? 

CHANTELL 
This is my great grandmother. This 
has to go home with me. 

She takes it from him. 

CARLOS 
No wait, I just need to see what 
she’s got in her hand-- 

CHANTELL 
--Why? It’s my great grandma’s 
picture, why do you care, weirdo? 

CARLOS 
I don’t know. I’m doing research 
for a project-- 

CHANTELL 
--Project, my ass... 

Beat. 

CARLOS 
...I think my Dad’s at the 
nunnery. 

CHANTELL 
What’s your Dad doing up there? 

CARLOS 
He’s dead. 
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CHANTELL 
That Mexican who died was your-- 

She shuts up mid-thought. 

CARLOS 
--Yes, that nameless Mexican was 
my Dad. Thanks for noticing. 

He gets out of the car. Still shaken up. 

 

EXT. OUT OF THE CAR, BY THE TRAILER -- CONTINUOUS 

She calls him from her BMW. 

CHANTELL 
I can get you in there you know. 
We should go. 

Carlos approaches her window. 

CARLOS 
Are you fucking with me? 

CHANTELL 
If you think I am, then do me a 
favor and don’t go to Farson’s Ice 
Cream Shop this weekend. 

She hands the old photograph back to him. 

CARLOS 
Farson’s? I love their ice cream. 

CHANTELL 
Then see you there Sunday at five. 
And if I’m really fucking with 
you, I deserve to be stood up. 

She drives off. And he looks after the trail she leaves 
behind with her nice-ass car. 

And as Carlos steps up the stairs to the trailer door, we 
can’t help but catch his Mother, watching all of this 
unfold: She PEEKS from behind the homemade curtains 
draped over the window. 

She closes the curtain as her son comes inside. 
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INT. RAMIRO’S PLACE, SHITTY STUDIO APT -- DAY 

Ramiro splashes a piece of beef on the frying pan. It 
sizzles on its way to become Mexican steak. 

RAMIRO 
You just wait and see, you gotta 
have some steak to go with your 
futbol. Those goddamn eagles are 
going to get their beaks crushed! 

Carlos watches the TV. Ramiro whips out a Tecate. 

RAMIRO (CONT’D) 
You want a chela? 

CARLOS 
Role model of the year, aren’t 
you? 

Ramiro tosses the beer his way and the boy catches it. 

RAMIRO 
Popular kid like yourself, I doubt 
I’m your worst influence. 

CARLOS 
Me? Mr. Popular? I think I’m the 
wrong color for that. 

RAMIRO 
Oh come on, compa! As if you never 
met a cool Mexican in your life! 

CARLOS 
That’s not what I mean. 

Carlos pulls out the wrinkled PHOTOGRAPH from his pocket. 
Examines it throughout. 

RAMIRO 
Color won’t make you a loser: It 
comes in handy. White girls love 
that stuff and they’re the 
American Dream, am I right?! Don’t 
tell me you haven’t tried your 
moves on them... 

CARLOS 
I haven’t. 

RAMIRO 
Then you’re missing out, compa! 
Shine your shoes, press your 
pants, maybe learn a song or two 
on the guitar-- 
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CARLOS 
--That book didn’t help. I 
returned it. 

RAMIRO 
Well if you’re smart, you’ll stick 
with the music and you’ll be on 
your way to having your pick of 
the litter with the lovely 
gringas! How do you think your Dad 
used to make it happen? Music, 
compa! I know you have it in you 
too... 

CARLOS 
Can we just watch the game? 

Ramiro turns off the TV. 

RAMIRO 
You’re not even watching. 

CARLOS 
What about the semi-finals? 

RAMIRO 
You didn’t come here to watch the 
game or enjoy my delicious steak. 

CARLOS 
Forgive me if bullshitting with 
you isn’t the highlight of my 
week. 

Ramiro comes closer to Carlos, notices the photo in his 
hands. 

RAMIRO 
What you got there? 

Carlos passes the faded picture to him. 

CARLOS 
There’s something about this 
picture I can’t look away from. 

RAMIRO 
Whatever this is, no good comes 
out of digging, compa. 

CARLOS 
You used to be up there all the 
time, and you know just as well as 
I do what happened to my Apa at 
that nunnery wasn’t normal. 
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RAMIRO 
You have been through something 
real shitty, but there’s no need 
to go looking for something that 
doesn’t make sense, I mean what 
would your father expect-- 

CARLOS 
--And you know just what he would 
have expected don’t you? 

RAMIRO 
I don’t know shit. I’m just trying 
to be a good friend. 

CARLOS 
So be a good friend and tell me 
what happened that day. Why’d you 
let him go alone?! He should have 
been home that night just like the 
others. He should have been home! 

Ramiro tears the picture into pieces. 

RAMIRO 
I’ll tell you what happened. An 
accident. The wind sent him off 
the ladder! 

Carlos picks up the pieces frantically, puts them in his 
pocket-- 

CARLOS 
--Then why do I have this feeling 
like something’s wrong, Ramiro?! 
Why do I feel like I’m missing 
something? Why did she close the 
casket when I walked in to see 
him?! 

RAMIRO 
Maybe you’re lucky she did. 

Carlos says nothing. SLAMS the door on his way out. 

And as we return to Ramiro with his steak dinner, we 
can’t help but spot their soccer team’s mascot poster on 
the wall. THE GOATS. 
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INT. CARLOS’ ROOM -- NIGHT 

Carlos is home alone. He has a calendar on the wall 
marked with a RED CIRCLE on SUNDAY, to remind him of the 
Chantell date. On headphones, he listens to his father’s 
music, we can tell because it sounds much like what he 
blared on his way to school. 

We look to the rest of his room and the boxes from before 
are emptied out, scattered all over the floor. Carlos 
comes in and takes the last unopened box and moves it to 
the living room... 

 

INT. THE TRAILER LIVING ROOM -- CONTINUOUS 

Carlos sets the box down and as he rises we discover he’s 
undertaken a project: 

He’s unpacked his father’s belongings and decorated their 
new home with them... 

FRAMED PHOTOS of a man embracing his son and wife. There 
is one in the backyard when they had carnitas and Dad 
spilled his beer all over Carlos. And then there’s a 
lovely wedding picture, where Antonio and Diana pose in a 
traditional black and white from yesteryear. 

And off in the corner Carlos has fashioned a makeshift 
nightstand out of boxes and he sets a portrait of his 
father as if building an altar. And in that photo, the 
dead man looks just like his son. 

 

INT. THE TRAILER LIVING ROOM -- MOMENTS LATER 

Lastly, Carlos unfolds a poster of his father’s band. A 
seven-piece, brooding rock ensemble with Antonio front 
and center. His buddy Ramiro wields the bass to his left. 
He proceeds to hang it. 

CARLOS 
(In Spanish w/ English subtitles) 

I don’t think I inherited this 
music thing from you. I mean, I 
nearly broke my brain reading that 
music book and I didn’t learn 
anything. And they said you 
learned all on your own... 

Carlos rummages through the last box as Diana comes 
through the door. She’s shocked. 
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DIANA 
What are you doing? 

CARLOS 
Decorating. Ama, I’m thinking of 
getting my ears pierced, like my 
Apa had in this picture. You think 
that’s a good-- 

--Diana takes down every picture of her husband, straight 
into the box Carlos is unpacking.  

DIANA 
Carlitos you put these back and 
you never bring them out! 

CARLOS 
Ama, I spent all night doing that! 

DIANA 
When your mother keeps them in 
boxes you keep them in boxes! 
Understood?! 

CARLOS 
You’re not going to miss him any 
less keeping him in boxes-- 

DIANA 
--I am trying to spare you! 

CARLOS 
You’re the one who’s hurting and 
I’m sick of it! 

He plugs in his mp3 player to the stereo and his father’s 
MUSIC BLARES. 

DIANA 
You turn it off. 

CARLOS 
That’s my father making music and 
we’re going to listen to it! 

They struggle for the power button on the stereo. 

DIANA 
Are you crazy?! You get that 
pinche noise out of my house or I 
will beat you! 

CARLOS 
Mom--NO! 

Diana PULLS THE PLUG and kills the music. 

Then a silence.  
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DIANA 
You want to remember your father? 
You remember him right: He was a 
good father and husband. 

CARLOS 
Oh that’s right, he never made 
music and he never fooled around 
on tour, he was a saint-- 

DIANA 
--I saw you with the McMillan 
girl. 

CARLOS 
So what? Not doing anything wrong. 

DIANA 
You will stay away from her. That 
family has brought us too much 
suffering. 

CARLOS 
And whose fault is that? Is it my 
fault you couldn’t pay McMillan 
your mortgage?! 

DIANA 
McMillan worked your father and I 
like a slave all these years for 
mere pennies and you want to 
meddle with his spoiled brat?! 

CARLOS 
No more than you want to meddle 
with Ramiro. 

She SLAPS her son. He tries real hard to look unfazed. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
Here it is for you, in plain 
English: I know he’s all cozy with 
you now that Dad’s gone and I know 
you’re not turning him away. So 
I’ll turn a blind eye, you can do 
whatever the fuck you want, and 
I’ll keep giving a fuck about what 
took my father away. 

DIANA 
I can’t save you from your own 
recklessness, hijo. It’s a feeling 
I’m much too familiar with. 

Tears well in her eyes and she exits to her room. 
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Just then a gust of wind RATTLES the walls of the trailer 
with menace and AUDIO STATIC DRIBBLES out of the stereo, 
like a faint groaning... 

Carlos looks out the window and sees a Dust Devil heading 
off towards the hills and moving into the night. 

And he knows the stereo ISN’T PLUGGED IN. 

 

INT. FARSON’S ICE CREAM SHOPPE ON SUNDAY -- DAY 

It’s date time. There’s a wide booth in the corner of the 
place, and a restless Carlos takes off his heavy coat. 

Yes, he’s dressed to the nines in his secondhand 
clothing. Though he knows nothing romantic is up ahead, 
he couldn’t help to press his pants. 

The clock on the wall marks FIVE PM and no sign of 
Chantell. She’s fashionably late like all rich folks, 
maybe? He can’t help but be nervous. 

Frank, the acquaintance from the school cafeteria, comes 
up to Carlos in his striped uniform fit for an ice cream 
man. 

FRANK 
Hey Carlos. You want anything? 

CARLOS 
Not yet Frank. I’m waiting for 
someone. 

FRANK 
Good for you man. I got you that 
application you wanted-- 

Frank hands him a generic job application sheet.  

CARLOS 
--Yeah cool. But can we not talk 
about it tonight... at all? 

FRANK 
Oh, cause of the romantic tension? 
Sure. I getcha, man. 

CARLOS 
Thanks. 

Frank heads back to the counter. Carlos sighs with 
hopeful anticipation. 
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INT. FARSON’S ICE CREAM SHOP -- LATER ON 

The clock on the wall marks 5:45 and Carlos doesn’t want 
to look at it anymore. His anxious frame has now sunken 
into the booth, and he’s sad as shit. Frank wipes down 
tables. 

CARLOS 
I think I’ll take that Rocky Road 
now, Frank. Waffle cone. 

 

EXT. FARSON’S ICE CREAM SHOP -- MOMENTS LATER 

Carlos walks out with his favorite ice cream cone and a 
voice calls out to him. 

CHANTELL (OS) 
Oh my God, you got ice cream 
without me?! 

Carlos turns to meet Chantell’s smirking face. 

CARLOS 
It’s my consolation prize for 
being gullible. 

CHANTELL 
I’m impressed, a whole hour 
waiting. I’m even surprised you 
showed up at all. 

CARLOS 
Yeah, so am I... What were you 
doing out here?! 

CHANTELL 
I bet Frank twenty bucks you 
wouldn’t wait more than half hour 
for me. 

Carlos looks in through the window and Frank waves. Sees 
the look on Carlos’s face and walks away scared. 

CARLOS 
Frank? 

CHANTELL 
Relax, it was my idea-- 

CARLOS 
--Why would you do that? 

CHANTELL 
Because I couldn’t help it. I had 
to get a rise out of you. 
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CARLOS 
You have some brutal pastimes. 
I’ll see ya later. 

He walks off, ice cream and all. She follows after. 

CHANTELL 
Oh come on, you really thought 
that was rough? 

CARLOS 
I don’t like looking like a 
dumbass. 

CHANTELL 
It’s all in good fun. Look me in 
the eyes and tell me you’re truly 
pissed so I can apologize. 

Their eyes meet and she’s mesmerizing to him. He doesn’t 
know what to say. 

CARLOS 
So you still want to head up 
there? ...Do you want to get some 
ice cream? 

He points to the shop. She eyes his waffle cone. 

CHANTELL 
Do you want to share your Rocky 
Road? 

CARLOS 
I’m not really a sharing kind of-- 

--She pulls the cone, still in his hands and goes in for 
a playful lick. 

CHANTELL 
We should share. It’s more fun 
that way. 

Carlos smiles. Not really sure what the hell he’s getting 
into. 

CARLOS 
Okay. 

 

INT. CHANTELL’S MOVING CAR -- NIGHT 

It’s getting dark out. Carlos in the passenger seat as 
Chantell drives. 

CARLOS 
The nunnery’s the opposite 
direction. Where are you going? 
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CHANTELL 
Your historian buddy Dr. Firs 
hangs out until six thirty without 
fail. Just a little longer and we 
can head up there. 

CARLOS 
On the weekend? 

CHANTELL 
The nunnery turns a hundred years 
old tonight. Do you think he’s 
taking a sick day? 

CARLOS 
You should really slow down. This 
is a residential... 

 

EXT. THE SUBURBAN STREET -- CONTINUOUS 

Chantell’s sleek sedan RUSHES past an inconspicuous 
POLICE CRUISER parked in a driveway. 

The cop car is suddenly on their tail for obvious 
speeding. 

 

INT. IN CHANTELL’S MOVING CAR -- CONTINUOUS 

Carlos looks back and finds FLASHING LIGHTS approaching 
fast. 

CARLOS 
This wasn’t in the cards, was it? 

CHANTELL 
It’s going to be fine. As long as 
they don’t see you. 

CARLOS 
What’s that supposed to mean? 

CHANTELL 
Get in the backseat, low, hide! 

Carlos sneaks to the backseat. The bandaids from his left 
palm come off and STICK to the passenger seat. 

 

EXT. THE PARKING LOT -- NIGHT 

Chantell’s sedan cruises up to the deserted parking lot 
of a local park covered in a sheet of ice and snow. 

The police car pulls up behind Chantell’s. Red and blue 
lights bounce in the darkness all around. 
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INT. IN THE CAR -- SAME 

Chantell at the wheel, talks to her mound of clothing in 
the backseat. 

CHANTELL 
Carlos I’m going to distract him. 
You slide out like a fart in 
church and I’ll meet you at the 
nunnery-- 

Carlos’ voice from under the wardrobe pile: 

CARLOS 
--I haven’t done anything wrong, 
why am I hiding? 

CHANTELL 
Please trust me. Help me not get 
grounded and I’ll help you find 
that letter opener you’re looking 
for. 

CARLOS 
What? 

CHANTELL 
My great Gran’s letter opener. The 
one in the picture. That’s what 
you want, right? 

CARLOS 
...Yeah. Okay. 

CHANTELL 
Okay. 

Chantell opens the door and gets out of the car. 

 

EXT. THE PARKING LOT -- CONTINUOUS 

A floodlight from the cop cruiser SNAPS ON and there 
stands OFFICER FENSTER. A man too close to retirement to 
care. She smirks at him. 

FENSTER 
Where you off to in such a rush, 
Chantell? 

CHANTELL 
Hi Mr. Fenster, I’m so 
embarrassed, I told my Dad I’d be 
home by now and my silly drama 
rehearsal ran late. 
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EXT. ON THE OTHER SIDE OF CHANTELL’S CAR -- CONTINUOUS 

Carlos slinks out of the barely cracked door. Quiet as 
death, crawls into the bushes right next to the vehicle 
as their conversation lingers. 

FENSTER (VO) 
Drama? I didn’t know you did that! 

CHANTELL (VO) 
Yeah, I have to keep busy with 
Devil and Daniel Webster when 
cheer’s not going on, you know? 

 
EXT. BACK TO THE CONVERSATION SIDE -- CONTINUOUS 

FENSTER 
Well shoot, you kids find the 
strangest ways to keep busy. 

CHANTELL 
I’m sure it’s no different than 
when you were my age. 

FENSTER 
Well you go on home and tell your 
Pop I say hello. And please keep 
it down on the family streets, 
okay? 

CHANTELL 
You got it, Mr. Fenster. Have a 
good night. 

Officer Fenster recedes back to his cruiser. Chantell 
hops back in the car. 

 

INT. IN THE CAR -- THAT MOMENT 

Chantell buckles up and notices the pile of clothes is 
smaller. As well as a CLUSTER OF BANDAIDS on her 
passenger seat. 

She flips the bandaids over and clear as day, she sees 

A PENTAGRAM on the inner fabric, imprinted in blood from 
Carlos’ wounded palm. She looks at it in utter confusion. 

CHANTELL 
What are you really up to, Carlos? 
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INT. THE NUNNERY, COMMON ROOM -- MEANWHILE 

In the quiet of the common room of the nunnery, a jovial 
Dr. Firs climbs a stepladder to finish hanging his 
birthday banner. 

A sudden SCRATCHING FROM THE BASEMENT DOOR. By the look 
on his face he clearly chooses to ignore it. 

Once taut and secured, the banner spans a decent chunk of 
the wall, reading: 

 
“HAPPY BIRTHDAY SACRED WELL, HERE’S TO 100 MORE!” 

 
Dr. Firs skips down the ladder and he walks the length of 
the room to an EMBARRISINGLY LARGE BIRTHDAY CAKE that 
challenges the integrity of the folding table it rests 
on. 

DR. FIRS 
Looks like it’s just you and me, 
my dear. And frankly, I am more 
than alright with that. 

He admires the banner. Raises his glass for a toast. 

DR. FIRS (CONT’D) 
Happy birthday, my darling cave of 
wonders-- 

--The SCRATCHING starts again. He can’t deny that one. 

DR. FIRS 
Anyone there? This is private 
property... 

The scratching becomes RUSTLING and STUMBLING on the 
other side of the basement door. 

Concerned, Dr. Firs sets his glass down. Carefully heads 
down the stairs... 

 

EXT. THE NUNNERY -- LATER ON 

Chantell waits for Carlos on the hood of her car. The 
HEADLIGHTS BEAM down the hill, and she can see poor 
Carlos fast approaching. 

He makes it to the car, catching his breath. He can see a 
few lights on inside the nunnery. 

CARLOS 
Anyone in there? 
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CHANTELL 
You really like to keep a girl 
waiting, don’t you? 

CARLOS 
You kidding me? You left me back 
at Marlowe Street. I would have 
cut back on ice cream had I known 
I was running a marathon tonight. 

She hops off the hood and reaches for his left hand. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
What are you doing-- 

Chantell catches his hand and confirms the pentagram 
seared on the palm of his hand. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
--Let go of me! 

CHANTELL 
I knew something wasn’t right 
about you, it’s always the quiet 
ones! 

CARLOS 
You’ve known me five minutes and 
already you’re profiling? 

CHANTELL 
That pentagram on your hand says 
more than I care to know-- 

CARLOS 
--So now you’re backing out on me? 

CHANTELL 
I will if you don’t tell me what 
the hell you’re up to! 

CARLOS 
You think I want to be here?! You 
think I want this on my hand?! 
Something keeps dragging me back 
here, Chantell! 

Those lights inside the nunnery FLICKER OFF. Only to 
SPASM BACK ON, as if commenting on the conversation. 
Carlos steps back in fear. 

CARLOS 
What was that? 

CHANTELL 
...Let’s find out. 
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She walks back to the trunk of her car. Pops it open and 
searches for a flashlight. 

CARLOS 
Oh, so now you’re a ghost 
adventurer? 

CHANTELL 
You don’t think I’ve been inside 
after hours? 

CARLOS 
Chantell McMillan. Cheerleader by 
day, paranormal hobbyist by night? 

CHANTELL 
And what does that make you? 
Mexican loner by day, Satanic 
smartass by night? 

CARLOS 
I’m just trying to sort out the 
meaning of this damn thing. 

He points to his pentagram-ed hand. 

CHANTELL 
That pentagram in your hand right 
there? That’s a magnet for 
sinister forces or protection from 
them, depending on how you use it. 
If you didn’t know that, I doubt 
you’ll be useful for anything at 
all... 

CARLOS 
Excuse me, I’m not useful to you? 

CHANTELL 
I’m here for my brother. And for a 
split second you seemed to have 
the answers. 

CARLOS 
Now wait a minute, don’t you turn 
this around on me, I’m looking for 
answers too goddammit-- 

CHANTELL 
--What’s holding you back then? 
Man up or something! 

Carlos looks at his marked hand. 

CARLOS 
Your brother died here? 
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CHANTELL 
They found his body here. 

CARLOS 
...I didn’t know that. 

CHANTELL 
I tell you what, you go in there 
with me, and I just might grant 
you a second date. 

CARLOS 
How gracious of you. Going out 
with a marked man? 

Carlos holds up his grotesque hand like a reminder. 

CHANTELL 
As long as he can prove he’s not 
the world’s biggest pussy. 

CARLOS 
Give me the flashlight. 

Chantell CREAKS the door open and tiptoes into the 
shadows with a flashlight, followed by a reluctant 
Carlos: 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
So wait, are you saying this is 
our first date? 

 

INT. THE NUNNERY, COMMON ROOM -- MOMENTS LATER 

The place is quiet. Just like Firs left it a short while 
ago. The CRUNCH OF THEIR FOOTSTEPS ECHOES as Chantell 
examines the place. Carlos approaches the birthday cake. 

CARLOS 
Sucks. I wasn’t invited to this 
party. 

CHANTELL 
How’d you burn the pentagram on 
your hand? 

CARLOS 
I didn’t do it. It happened-- 

CHANTELL 
--All on its own? 

CARLOS 
It was a guitar pick. 

CHANTELL 
How’s that? You did it yourself? 
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CARLOS 
Fuck if I know, I was in this room 
a few days back and I heard my 
name-- 

--A sliver of memory appears: 

 

BEGIN FLASHBACK: 

EXT. DESOLATE ROAD -- THE GOLDEN HOUR / FLASHBACK 

Out in the distance, there’s a building atop one of the 
hills. A little speck of home in the twilight hour. 

Carlos looks over to it just as-- 

A light in the house COMES ON. 

 

EXT. THE NUNNERY -- THE GOLDEN HOUR / FLASHBACK 

Carlos shuffles up the road and approaches the façade of 
this weathered nunnery. 

END FLASHBACK 

 

INT. THE NUNNERY, COMMON ROOM -- PRESENT 

The flashback fades in his mind and he’s looking at the 
floor. 

CARLOS 
I felt it calling me. 

He kneels down and we see what caught his attention: 

A HOLE IN THE FLOOR THE SIZE OF A QUARTER, the one left 
behind by the runaway guitar pick. 

CHANTELL 
The last time I saw my great 
gran’s letter opener, they were 
putting it away in the archives 
downstairs. 

CARLOS 
Do you know what her deal was with 
that thing? 

CHANTELL 
No. But when I was a kid, I stole 
it from my Dad. I really liked it. 
I pretended it was a dagger and I 
would conquer kingdoms with it, 
like a fighting princess. 
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CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
I was grounded for like a year and 
when they asked me why I did it I 
told them: ‘I heard it calling 
me.’ 

That SCRATCHING noise once again. From the basement door. 
Carlos is jittery. 

CARLOS 
What was that? Did you hear that? 

CHANTELL 
Probably the house settling. 

CARLOS 
That didn’t sound like old wood 
settling. 

CHANTELL 
I think condemned buildings are 
allowed to shift their weight 
every now and then. 

Chantell heads down to the basement. Carlos follows. 

 

INT. DOWN THE STAIRS -- MOMENTS LATER 

That basement door leads to a cramped stairwell. 
Claustrophobia sets in as Chantell’s every step is 
accompanied by the groan of old wood. Carlos follows. 

CARLOS 
Does anyone even come down here 
anymore? 

CHANTELL 
Not really. You ever get that 
feeling at the pit of your 
stomach? The one that tells you to 
turn around? 

CARLOS 
Yeah, common sense told me that 
waaaay before my gut joined in. 

Chantell SLIPS but she keeps standing thanks to the 
handrailing and Carlos’ grasp.  

CHANTELL 
Careful, the steps are really 
small. I’ve fallen here a shitload 
of times. 

They continue to the bottom of the stairs and into the 
basement.  
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INT. THE BASEMENT -- CONTINUOUS 

Chantell turns on the lights. 

The stairwell spills into a makeshift archive room with 
low ceilings. Six or seven rows of ARCHIVE SHELVING 
squeeze into this basement with just enough space to call 
aisles. Chipped and decayed walls expose the brick and 
wood keeping the house together. 

Carlos peeks into some of the drawers and stacks of faded 
papers. Chantell explores another aisle. 

CHANTELL 
Did you mean what you said that 
day in class? 

CARLOS 
If you’re talking about the time I 
put my foot in my mouth you’re 
going to have to be specific. That 
happens a lot, you see... 

CHANTELL 
What you said in Geometry. About 
me. You don’t have to answer if 
you don’t want to-- 

Carlos stops sifting through papers. Finds a stack of 
PHOTO FRAMES AND CANVAS ART, all turned against the wall.  

CARLOS 
--No it’s fine. But it’s true. 
You’re cool and all, but if they 
took away your last name and 
popularity, you’d still be the 
most beautiful girl I’ve ever 
seen. 

Unbeknownst to her, Carlos catches her smile through a 
crack in the shelving. He then browses the boring 
religious artwork throughout. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
...What would your Dad say if he 
saw you here? 

CHANTELL 
With you? 

CARLOS 
I meant, here. In the condemned 
building. 

One PECULIAR IMAGE in a broken frame catches him off-
guard. He can’t stop staring at it... 
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CHANTELL 
Oh. Yeah I’d lose my allowance for 
sure. 

CARLOS 
And if he saw you here with me? 

CHANTELL 
Do you really want me to answer 
that? 

CARLOS 
Just heard he’s a protective guy, 
is all. Considering he’s best 
friends with Officer what’s-his-
face... 

Carlos is looking at a copy of a PAINTING by George 
Frederick Watts circa 1884: ‘MAMMON.’ It depicts an 
enthroned GROTESQUE CREATURE, resting his brutish limbs 
upon two innocents. It’s a lavish portrait, indulgent and 
obscene. Carlos can’t look away. 

CHANTELL 
Officer Fenster? He’s just a 
kissass. 

CARLOS 
Sorry? 

CHANTELL 
That’s what he is. You know, it’d 
be nice to hang out with someone 
who’s not ready and willing to 
kiss my father’s ass. 

Chantell catches up to him on the other side of the 
shelving. Against the wall. 

Then the SCRATCHING. Up above them this time: 

CARLOS 
There it is again! 

CHANTELL 
I don’t hear anything-- 

The scratching doesn’t let up. Becomes HARSH TAPPING and 
SCRAPING above them like a PAIR OF HOOVES digging deeper. 

Carlos frantically hides behind a shelf, drags Chantell 
with her. 

CHANTELL 
--Carlos it’s fine! 
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And now MUFFLED VOICES ABOVE. The SCRATCHING. The 
frenzied commotion of GLASS SHATTERING, SHIT BREAKING and 
a TORTURED MOAN-- 

Then nothing... 

The door at the top of the stairs BLOWS OPEN: 

Now the moaning is coming from a familiar voice. 

DR. FIRS (OS) 
No! Please for the love of God I 
beg you-- 

--His voice bellows and it peaks as Dr. Firs is BRUTALLY 
THROWN down the stairs-- 

His mangled body CRASHES and SPILLS BLOOD at the foot of 
the stairs and Carlos and Chantell watch it all from the 
other side of the archives, through one of the aisles. 

Carlos SCREAMS: 

CARLOS 
Oh Jesus, what is that?! What the 
fuck is that?! 

Chantell grabs him by the hand and pulls him away from 
the carnage as that SCRATCHING continues. 

CHANTELL 
Be quiet be quiet! 

She hauls him against the back wall, where a seemingly 
forgotten SERVICE DOOR resides almost camouflaged by the 
wall, and chicken-scratch text on its surface labels it:  

 
“WISHING WELL” 

 

Chantell pulls Carlos through the service door. FOOTSTEPS 
descend the stairs. Dr. Firs can hear it coming and his 
AGONIZING SCREAMS reverberate across every wall. 

 

INT. WISHING WELL -- SAME 

Chantell SLAMS the service door shut. It’s PITCH BLACK in 
here. 

CARLOS 
Get me your phone, we have to call 
911-- 

CHANTELL 
It’s in the car, where’s yours? 
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CARLOS 
You think I have one? 

We hear FUMBLING. The panting of two teenagers scared 
shitless.  

Then a CLICK: 

Chantell raises the FLASHLIGHT and holds Carlos tight as  
Dr. Firs continues to scream on the other side of the 
door-- 

DR. FIRS (OS) 
Please no, no!!!! 

Then the sound of carnage: 

MOANING. BONE CRACKING. FLESH TEARING. 
CARLOS 

Jesus Christ! What do we do? We 
gotta do something! 

CHANTELL 
Shhh! 

CARLOS 
That’s not real. That can’t be 
real. Jesus Christ! 

CHANTELL 
Be quiet. 

No more moaning from Firs. No more scratching. And the 
HEAVY FOOTSTEPS seem to fade up the stairs. 

She still speaks in whispers: 

CHANTELL 
I think it’s leaving... 

CARLOS 
I shouldn’t be here. I shouldn’t 
even be here... 

Chantell’s flashlight meanders until it finds a light 
switch. 

CHANTELL 
It’s okay. It’s gone. 

 
--ANOTHER CLICK, and the LIGHTS FLARE to life. 
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Now we get a glimpse of this place: 

This is the belly of the nunnery. The thickest LAYER OF 
DIRT hides the floor. The walls are a faded white with 
CRACKS AND WOUNDS from a century of abuse. It’s peculiar 
to note there’s FIVE WALLS, not four. Its abnormal 
configuration tells Carlos something isn’t right. 

CARLOS 
We have to get out of here-- 

--Carlos hustles to a TINY WINDOW across the room, almost 
hyperventilates-- 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
--You’re skinny enough, can you 
fit through those bars on the 
window? 

CHANTELL 
That’s really flattering Carlos, 
but I’m not a fucking twig. 

CARLOS 
I don’t see how you can be so 
cavalier about this shit. 

CHANTELL 
What the fuck is a Cavalier? 
That’s a car, isn’t it-- 

CARLOS 
--Why aren’t you panicking?! 

CHANTELL 
Because I don’t let my nerves get 
the best of me, you chickenshit! 

CARLOS 
What the fuck are we supposed to 
do, just march out that door to 
get massacred by the goddamn 
devil?! 

He barricades himself against the door they came in. 

CHANTELL 
Do you know for sure it’s the 
goddamned Devil? 

CARLOS 
Pardon me for speculating--I like 
your idea better. Sit this shit 
out... 
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Then a quiet so intense you can hear the house breathing. 
Chantell sits on the dusty floor. A layer of dust so 
thick you can almost write on it. She taps the spot next 
to her, invites him to come closer. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
If you’re not going to let me out 
the least you can do is amuse me. 

CARLOS 
How can you possibly be serious? 

CHANTELL 
Come on. Amuse me. 

CARLOS 
What are you on? ...No. 

CHANTELL 
Sing me a song or something. 
Please? Pretty please? 

CARLOS 
I don’t do that-- 

CHANTELL 
--I doubt that. I thought you 
played the guitar, like your dad. 

CARLOS 
...How do you know that? 

CHANTELL 
He would come to our house and 
play for us all the time.  

CARLOS 
You’re full of shit-- 

CHANTELL 
--Yeah. He ran out of songs to 
play one night, we heard them all. 

CARLOS 
Now I doubt that. 

CHANTELL 
He was a really good party favor, 
the best if you ask me. 

CARLOS 
I don’t have to listen to your 
shit-- 

CHANTELL 
--What are you gonna do? You’re 
going to walk out the door? 
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She motions to the door mockingly, like a model on ‘The 
Price is Right.’ 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
Come on pussy! Scoot on out there 
and face the goddamned devil or 
whatever’s out there. Go and find 
your balls! Though you won’t need 
them for long... 

He discovers in her eyes a malice he‘s never seen before.  

CARLOS 
Fine. I’m a chickenshit loser, no 
second date for me! You got me, 
Chantell. Now what? 

Chantell comes close and caresses his lips. 

CHANTELL 
I can’t kid myself, Carlos. You’ve 
really won me over with your Latin 
charm-- 

--She gives him a mouthful of lust. It takes him a slight 
moment to snap out of it and break the kiss. 

CARLOS 
What the fuck is this?! 

There’s that malice glimmering in her eyes. And it 
transforms into a mischievous smirk. 

She takes his hands and places them on her neck. Guides 
his touch past her collarbone and FURTHER DOWN. He’s 
doesn’t know how to react... 

CHANTELL 
You want me don’t you? 

CARLOS 
Please get up. 

CHANTELL 
You don’t have to play the good 
boy, I know you’ve wanted to fuck 
me the moment I picked you up off 
the street. 

CARLOS 
...Please get up. 

CHANTELL 
Why don’t we kill some time? 

CARLOS 
Chantell you’re out of your mind, 
we gotta get out of here-- 
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--She gets down on ALL FOURS for him. Vulgar temptation 
takes hold of the room as she sways for him. 

CHANTELL 
It’s maddening to want something 
you can’t have, isn’t it? 

He scoots back against the wall, puzzled. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
Something you shouldn’t like. 
Something that follows you 
everywhere you go. It’s a shame 
you didn’t learn anything from 
your Papá. 

CARLOS 
Say what you want to say! 

CHANTELL 
That mark doesn’t belong to you-- 

--She PULLS at his palm, SCRATCHES at his pentagram with 
ferocity and anger-- 

CARLOS 
Let go of me! 

In the struggle, she BITES his hand-- 

--She gnaws at his hand until it PIERCES FLESH and she 
spits out a chunk of BLOODY SKIN. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
The fuck is wrong with you! 

CHANTELL 
It’s my birthright to fulfill my 
family’s allegiance! You know 
nothing of legacy! You’re just a 
nobody, just like your bullshit 
meddling father! 

He DECKS her in the face and she flops hard onto the 
floor.  

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
Oweee! Carlos! That really hurt... 

She rubs her back like an injured child. Fuzzes about the 
room. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
I think you bruised me... 

She lifts up her shirt and playfully flaunts herself at 
him. Reveals her back to him: 
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She has a MONSTROUS INVERTED PENTAGRAM ETCHED IN SCARS 
across her back. And cradled inside, lies the grotesque 
face of the GOAT OF MENDES. Tattooed eyes, black like the 
abyss and phallic horns pointing to the Heavens. 

 
She turns to him, smiles coyly:  

CHANTELL 
I don’t care what your father had 
in mind for you: Mine’s bigger. 

CARLOS 
This is insane, Chantell, you’re 
insane! 

She crawls to the center of the room and runs her hand 
over her face, collecting blood. 

CHANTELL 
It’s cool. We can have it your way 
and sit here quietly, twiddling 
our thumbs until my Daddy gets 
here and ends you personally. 

Chantell SPILLS RED DROPLETS onto the dusty floor. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
Or you can take your chances with 
whatever’s out there. But no 
matter where you go, the wind will 
find you. She will find you... 

A TAPPING sparks to life in the walls. No pattern. A dull 
striking that becomes SCRATCHING throughout. 

THE DROPLETS OF BLOOD ARE MAKING THE ROOM COME TO LIFE. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
I can open the floodgates, you 
know. My Daddy taught me. It’s 
surprising what a few drops of 
blood can do in this room. 

The BLOOD KEEPS DRIPPING from her hands. The noise 
outside RISES IN A CHORUS OF TORTURED MOANS. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
So don’t fight it, amigo. You are 
what you are, a big... 

The SCRATCHING PULSATES like an animal in heat. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
Fucking... 
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The WIND SHRIEKS and it all climaxes in an ORGY OF 
HORROR. 

CHANTELL 
...PUSSY. 

Carlos screams and JERKS THE DOOR OPEN. Scampers out... 

 

INT. THE BASEMENT -- CONTINUOUS 

Carlos stumbles out and into the archive room. He teeters 
from side to side through the claustrophic aisles and 
SLAMS AGAINST THE BOOKSHELVES. They TIP OVER and SPILL 
BOOKS EVERYWHERE, while Chantell’s soothing voice 
emanates from the farthest room: 

CHANTELL (OS) 
I bet you can’t outrun the 
messenger in the wind, Carlos! 
Your blood will pay the price no 
matter where you go! Daddy always 
finds a way... 

He makes it to the bottom of the stairs and finds what’s 
left of Dr. Firs, DISMEMBERED, IN PIECES. His face 
bashed, GUTS AND MATTER SMEARED across the lower steps-- 

--Carlos SLIPS on the gore as he climbs the stairs, he 
just keeps moving. 

There’s MUTTERING AND SNICKERING inside the walls: 

He SWAYS back and forth, GRIPS the handrail for dear life 
as the shock slows him down. 

As if the walls are mocking him, the GIGGLING AND 
SCREAMING CONTINUES and he strains up the steps with a 
crippling fear. 

 
He just has to make it to that fucking door at the top of 
the stairs... 

 
He GRASPS for the doorknob in utter desperation... 
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INT. THE COMMON ROOM -- SAME 

The basement door gapes open and Carlos tumbles onto the 
floor of the common room. He looks up and his face is 
filled with complete disbelief: 

There sit TWO JOCKS FROM GEOMETRY CLASS, that burly 
footballer JAKE who rugburned his face and his pal AVERY, 
another letterman’s jacket-wearing bro. Jake and Avery 
wipe down BLOODY BASEBALL BATS and munch on the Nunnery’s 
BIRTHDAY CAKE. Avery SLIDES HIS BAT on the floor and it 
makes a SCRATCHING we’ve heard before. They look at 
Carlos like he’s crashed their party. 

JAKE 
Fuck me. Spick got out of his 
cage. 

The jocks infect each other with their GIGGLES. Much like 
the mocking ones Carlos heard coming up the stairs. 

CARLOS 
Are you fucking kidding me?! 

Carlos gets up, furious. Jake aims the baseball bat at 
his head. They corner Carlos. 

JAKE 
Now hold on, buddy. Where do you 
think you’re going? 

AVERY 
Yeah, we got us a birthday party! 

JAKE 
And you just might be the guest of 
honor! 

CARLOS 
It was you, wasn’t it? You killed 
him, didn’t you?! 

JAKE 
Who? Four eyes down the stairs? 

AVERY 
You mean four smears? 

The two imposing jocks burst into laughter.  

JAKE 
Avery and I sort of had a bet 
going, see who could swing the 
hardest-- 

AVERY 
--Well, with baseball season 
coming up, it felt right... 
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CARLOS 
You fucking assholes! 

Jake catches the unfortunate piss-stain on Carlos’ pants. 

JAKE 
And would you look at that, 
Señorita pissed her panties! 

AVERY 
Oh no! What happened precious?! 

They guffaw with laughter and high five each other. 

Carlos makes a run for the door, but they stop him in his 
tracks: Jake pins him down, just like he did in class. 
Avery approaches him with cake. 

CARLOS 
How could you even do that! You 
killed a man and don’t think 
you’re going to get away with it!  

Jake takes Carlos down, face against the floor and 
restrained. Pressing down on Carlos, Jake whispers in his 
ear a sweet something: 

JAKE 
Are you gonna turn us in, homes? 
What’s wrong with breaking eggs 
for the... Deviled eggs? 

AVERY 
Omelet. You mean omelet. 

CARLOS 
...You fucking entitled animals. 

Carlos faces the basement door, and it remains wide open. 
The room quiets as FOOTSTEPS BOOM from below. 

Chantell approaches and he can’t move a goddamn finger. 

She makes her way into to the common room. Her angelic 
eyes deceived by the blood splotched all over her. She 
looks at Carlos with pity: 

CHANTELL 
Oh, sweetie. You only got this 
far? 

Carlos is flabbergasted and the Jocks pull him into a 
tight victory embrace as if they just won the game of the 
season. 
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JAKE 
Now before Daddy McMillan gets 
here, I got a little something for 
you. 

Avery restrains Carlos and Jake KIDNEY PUNCHES him. 

JAKE (CONT’D) 
This is for not getting out of my 
seat. 

And ANOTHER HIT. 

JAKE (CONT’D) 
This one’s for getting me 
suspended. 

And A FINAL KIDNEY PUNCH. 

JAKE (CONT’D) 
And this one’s for hitting on my 
girl. 

CHANTELL 
That’s enough! 

Her voice rings from the opposite end of the room. 
Chantell leans back by the front door, ready to leave. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
It’s almost time. Daddy’s going to 
be here any minute. 

Carlos eyes her with unfathomable heartbreak. And she 
sees it. 

JAKE 
The fuck, Chantell? I haven’t even 
started yet! 

CHANTELL 
And I have a spick to sacrifice. 
Leave him. 

Avery releases him and Carlos collapses to the floor. 

JAKE 
Well how long’s it going to be-- 

CHANTELL 
--As long as it takes for Daddy to 
begin the ceremony! 

JAKE 
This little greaseball stole my 
chair in geometry class, I watch 
cheerleading practice from that 
chair every day! 
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CHANTELL 
I’m getting some air. It’s musty 
as all hell down there. 

Chantell walks out and Jake follows after her. They 
linger by the front door, blocking the only exit and 
sidetracked by their squabble. 

JAKE (OS) 
You’re getting all soft on me, 
Shantie? Don’t you grow a 
conscience on me now: You started 
this! 

 

EXT. THE NUNNERY, BY THE MAIN DOOR -- CONTINUOUS 

Chantell rubs in the blood on her face, Jake pulls her 
back to him. Avery SHOUTS from inside: 

AVERY (OS) 
I say we bash his legs in, that 
way he won’t go nowhere! 

CHANTELL 
We need him alive, Jake. And what 
the fuck am I going to tell my Dad 
about the bookworm you bashed 
downstairs?-- 

JAKE 
--Tell him it was part of the 
plan, that the beaner did it! It’s 
not like he hasn’t covered up his 
tracks before. 

The exchange continues INTERCUT with Carlos: 

 

INT. THE NUNNERY, COMMON ROOM -- CONTINUOUS 

Avery’s distracted by the argument. Carlos turns his 
attention to the WINDOWS. Those large, foggy windows 
hugging the archway of the front door they argue under.  

CHANTELL 
Will you drop it?! I’m one dead 
Mexican away from inheriting 
everything! This night is a big 
fucking deal to me and you’re 
getting out of hand! 
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JAKE 
And you need to stop bossing me 
around, I’m not some bullshit 
minion. 

CHANTELL 
You’re right. You haven’t earned 
it yet-- 

JAKE 
--I bet you do want me to earn it, 
don’t you? 

Carlos gets on his feet, he bleeds all over. Avery turns 
around as Jake and Chantell come BACK INSIDE. 

They block the door on him. 

JAKE (CONT’D) 
You really think you can take us 
down, Pedro? 

He’s cornered, but there’s that large window to his 
right. So he locks eyes with Chantell for a second: 

CARLOS 
(to Chantell) 

I forgot to thank you for the 
lovely date. 

CHANTELL 
It’s far from over. 

CARLOS 
But it’s past my bedtime. 

--Carlos musters all his might and TIPS OVER the CAKE 
TABLE-- 

--Carlos throws HANDFULS OF CAKE at their faces. 

Avery throws the BAT at him-- 

--Carlos LEAPS and SHATTERS HIS WAY OUT THE WINDOW. 

 

EXT. THE NUNNERY ON THE HILL -- SAME 

The shards of glass SPILL EVERYWHERE and Carlos EATS SHIT 
once again. 

He’s up on his feet with resilience and he hobbles 
onward. Away from the horrors inside. 
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INT. THE COMMON ROOM -- SAME 

Chantell watches Carlos limp down the hill and into the 
night THROUGH THE SHATTERED WINDOW. 

She also spots Jake and Avery RACE to her car. Jake calls 
out to Chantell with a teenager’s petulance: 

JAKE 
You have the car keys! Let’s go 
get him! 

CHANTELL 
Leave him alone. There’s only so 
many places to hide in this town. 

JAKE 
He’s halfway down the hill! Where 
we going. 

CHANTELL 
You and numbnuts overthere have 
done enough-- 

JAKE 
--I don’t want my head on your 
Dad’s plate, so we going or what?! 

She wanders out the door slowly. 

CHANTELL 
You’re going home. I’m calling the 
kissass. 

They walk out, the door closes and all that remains is 
the sound of the broken window breathing in the midnight 
air. 

 

EXT. DESCENDING THE HILL -- NIGHT 

Carlos painfully shuffles down the hill. He pants and 
gasps for life like a fish out of water, and as he gets 
farther away from the old nunnery, he looks back to find 
no one is after him. 

 
And he leaves tracks on the snow, with smeared highlights 
of blood, gleaming like oil in the moonlight. 
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EXT. ENTERING THE TRAILER PARK -- NIGHT 

The trailer park is still, and there goes Carlos. He 
HOBBLES home like a wounded animal, rabid and desperate. 
He continues to the last trailer in the park, past the 
quiet neighbors and their windows painted blue from their 
television sets-- 

--And at the end of the road is an old pickup that 
belongs to Ramiro, parked outside his home. 

 

INT. THE TRAILER LIVING ROOM -- NIGHT 

The front door BURSTS OPEN and Carlos limps in, barely 
standing as his mother gasps from the gashes, scrapes and 
bloodstains all over him. 

His mother stares at a full cup of coffee on the table. 
The stillness is horrifying. 

CARLOS 
Ama? 

A pair of hands SNATCHES Carlos from the left and SLAMS 
HIM AGAINST THE WALL. He’s greeted by Ramiro’s nervous 
face, nose to nose: 

RAMIRO 
Where have you gone? 

CARLOS 
Ramiro what is wrong with you! 

RAMIRO 
You had us worried sick, tell me 
where you went-- 

CARLOS 
--What’s gotten into you, get off 
me! 

RAMIRO 
Be straight with me chamaco, 
answer my pinche question: Where 
did you go-- 

CARLOS 
--Ama! 

RAMIRO 
Did you go to the nunnery?! 

CARLOS 
Yes! 

Ramiro falls back, turns to Diana, whose face fills with 
fear. 
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DIANA 
What happened? 

CARLOS 
...I pissed my pants. And we got 
to get out of here. 

Carlos exits to his bedroom. 

 

INT. CARLOS’ BEDROOM -- CONTINUOUS 

Carlos sifts through his room as Ramiro yaps away in the 
other room. 

RAMIRO (OS) 
I knew it Diana. I told you the 
boy’s been meddling, didn’t I tell 
you he was meddling? 

Diana follows him into the room with a towel, Carlos 
fetches another pair of pants from the floor. Ramiro 
follows. 

DIANA 
Carlos who did this to you? 

She tries to wipe the blood off him, he ignores her. 

CARLOS 
(to Ramiro) 

How much gas do you have in that 
truck, Ramiro?  

Carlos finally gets his pants on. Reaches for his poofy 
coat. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
(to Diana) 

And where’s your phone? Do you 
have your phone, Ama?! 

RAMIRO 
Diana, what did I tell you? 

CARLOS 
What did you tell her? You can 
tell me too-- 

DIANA 
--Carlos! 

Carlos scopes out the window, paranoid. 

CARLOS 
We don’t have time for this, we 
have to call the cops, there’s a 
body up there and they killed him! 
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DIANA 
Will you sit still and tell me 
what happened-- 

CARLOS 
--Ama, we got nothing here and you 
know there’s nothing keeping us 
here! You think I want to stick 
around for you to fuck this piece 
of shit?! 

Diana SLAPS him. Two more times. Like a Mexican Mother. 

DIANA 
I’m asking you, son: Where did the 
girl take you? What did she do? 

CARLOS 
In the nunnery up there. She took 
me there and started playing jokes 
on me, and then she bit my hand 
and I saw her drop blood on the 
floor and it came to life, Ama... 

Carlos cradles his chewed up, bloody hand. He slowly 
illustrates with his finger where the pentagram used to 
be, before Chantell bit off his flesh. 

Diana’s face freezes with horror. 

DIANA 
Oh, Carlos... 

Carlos notices Ramiro staring out the window. Trembling. 

CARLOS 
Ramiro, can you pray? 

RAMIRO 
...What? 

CARLOS 
Every Mexican should know how to 
pray right? But I never learned 
‘cause my Ama never took me to 
church. Can you pray? 

RAMIRO 
He’s right. We gotta go-- 

CARLOS 
I don’t know what’s down in that 
basement or what they’re doing, 
but you know-- 
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RAMIRO 
--I don’t know shit. I’m just a 
piece of shit Mexican according to 
you! 

CARLOS 
Out with it. What’s happening 
there-- SAY IT! 

Diana comes between them. 

DIANA 
It won’t stop! 

(beat) 
I never taught you to pray because 
prosperity does not come from 
above. I learned that from your 
father. 

She looks out to the window. Diana sits down. 

DIANA (CONT’D) 
It’s coming to collect. And it 
won’t stop. 

CARLOS 
What is it?! 

Carlos struggles to calm down, looks her in the eye. 

DIANA 
In the basement. Was the blood 
spread across the floor? 

CARLOS 
Just a few drops, is all-- 

DIANA 
--Was McMillan there? 

CARLOS 
No. 

Diana lights up with curiosity. 

DIANA 
He wasn’t there-- 

(to Ramiro) 
--McMillan wasn’t there, Ramiro. 

RAMIRO 
It’s already begun. 

CARLOS 
Are you guys even listening to 
me?! Why is this happening!? 
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DIANA 
Because of what I did! I wanted 
the house, the money, the letter 
opener! That cursed key... 

Carlos digs into the pocket of his POOFY JACKET. Pulls 
out a handful of the torn PIECES OF PHOTOGRAPH of Mother 
Superior. 

Carlos sifts through the photograph pieces quickly. 

DIANA 
It’s time to come clean, Ramiro. 

RAMIRO 
You keep telling him but what is 
he going to do? He can’t do 
anything! This was an agreement he 
had no part in!-- 

DIANA 
--He needs to know you held the 
boy down while I struck him with 
the blade! 

Carlos sinks and his eyes widen. Diana can’t conceal it 
anymore. 

 

BEGIN FLASHBACK: 

INT. THE NUNNERY, COMMON ROOM -- NIGHT / YEARS AGO 

A while back, when the nunnery was a vibrant museum and 
hosted lavish events. 

There’s a gala taking place and the CROWD OF GUESTS opens 
up for us to meet SHELDON MCMILLAN, that arrogant all-
American shark, easily standing over six feet, swaggering 
about the party with a glass of scotch in hand. 

DIANA (VO/CONT’D) 
Your father was sick of McMillan’s 
arrogance as much the rest of the 
town... 

At the periphery of the festivities, Ramiro picks up the 
dirty plates on the buffet table. He glares at the scene 
unfolding as McMillan flaunts his personality about. 

DIANA (VO/CONT’D) 
We all shared the misfortunes of 
servants... 
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INT. THE NUNNERY, COMMON ROOM -- NIGHT / SAME EVENT 

Moments later, McMillan wields a guitar around and waves 
to Antonio, to come closer. 

DIANA (VO/CONT’D) 
But humiliation breeds 
desperation... 

A sheepish Antonio takes off his apron and takes the 
guitar. Begins to play. 

And then in the corner, buried in the crowd, is Diana, 
serving beverages and eyes boiling with shame at her 
husband’s humiliation. 

DIANA (VO/CONT’D) 
Your father was a sweet man. But 
he never seized opportunity... 

 

INT. THE NUNNERY, THE WISHING WELL -- NIGHT / SAME EVENT 

Diana turns on the light to the wishing well, that tiny 
room in the basement. Back then it was a storage area. 
She comes in and puts the folding chairs and tables 
away... 

DIANA (VO/CONT’D) 
You know it isn’t true that when 
God closes the door, he opens a 
window. 

Diana looks to the wall and there, in plain sight, hangs 
the gruesome George Frederick Watts painting, like a 
shrine lit by a cluster of candles below it. It is the 
portrait of MAMMON, one of the seven princes of Hell. 

DIANA (VO/CONT’D) 
When God closes the door, one has 
to shatter the window. 

Diana approaches the portrait, with hope in her eyes. And 
picks up a candle. 

 

EXT. MCMILLAN ESTATE, THE FRONT PORCH -- DAY / FLASHBACK 

The summer sun beams down on dry Wyoming pastures, and we 
see a FIVE YEAR OLD sprint out of the house. He drives a 
beat up HOT WHEELS BLACK SEDAN on the fine rustic walls 
of his Father’s place. This little boy is LIAM. Diana’s 
voice continues throughout: 
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DIANA (VO/CONT’D) 
So we thought we could turn our 
luck around, blood sacrifice for 
good fortunes, while giving 
McMillan the blow he deserved.  

Liam drives his Hot Wheels Sedan on the porch. The car 
SLIPS AWAY and ROLLS OFF the railing-- 

We follow its journey down the driveway-- 

DIANA (VO/CONT’D) 
Killing two birds with one stone, 
we thought. 

The Hot Wheels speeds past every crack and imperfection 
on the pavement until 

SMACK! 

The car COLLIDES against Ramiro’s steel-toed boots. He 
picks up the toy from the middle of the street. 

 

EXT. MCMILLAN ESTATE, THE FRONT PORCH -- CONT’D FLASHBACK 

A silence as Liam approaches the man with steel-toed 
boots to retrieve his favorite car... 

 
The moment slows down, RAMIRO SNATCHES UP THE BOY. 

DIANA (VO/CONT’D) 
Don’t you forget you held the boy 
down. You held the boy down, as I 
spoke the prayer, and made the 
pact. 

Ramiro throws the boy into the cab of a truck and we see 
DIANA BEHIND THE WHEEL. A truck with a label on the side 
that reads: 

 
“MCMILLAN CO. ENERGY SOLUTIONS” 

 
They speed off and the Hot Wheels Sedan remains parked on 
the curb of the quiet suburban street. 

END FLASHBACK 
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INT. BACK TO THE TRAILER -- PRESENT 

Diana can’t help but weep at the images that run through 
her head. 

DIANA 
We killed the McMillan boy. 
Sacrificed him to that thing in 
the basement. 

Ramiro, struck with grief, peers out the window and his 
eyes widen... 

Carlos assembled most of the torn pieces of photograph by 
now. There’s Mother Superior again, posing for the 
camera, letter opener in hand and all. 

DIANA (CONT’D) 
And when I indentified your 
father’s body I knew he had found 
us out. 

 

A FLASHBACK: 

EXT. OUTSIDE THE NUNNERY, ON THE GROUND -- GOLDEN HOUR 

Antonio has just fallen two stories. The bucket of 
shingles spills all over the ground. 

Antonio lies on the floor, bloody and unable to move. 

His body shivers in agony and his eyes widen as the 
POUNDING COMES CLOSER, THE WIND SHRIEKS-- 

But the presence that approaches him is no ghost: 

Sheldon McMillan stands over him, wields 

MOTHER SUPERIOR’S LETTER OPENER-- 

And McMillan viciously stabs Antonio. 

And Officer Fenster watches from his police cruiser, like 
a lapdog.  

END FLASHBACK 
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INT. BACK TO THE TRAILER -- PRESENT 

Diana picks up a piece from the center of the scraps. One 
SLIVER OF PHOTOGRAPH isolating the LETTER OPENER.  

DIANA (CONT’D) 
(in Spanish) 

This is the weapon that killed 
your father. And the one they plan 
to use on you. 

CARLOS 
How could you... How could you do 
this to us? 

DIANA 
Carlos I wanted you to have it 
all! 

CARLOS 
You marked us. All of us! 

She reaches for him and he pushes her away. 

DIANA 
Hijo please! Please forgive me-- 

Diana grips onto her son as if it’s the last time. Carlos 
weeps in disbelief. 

DIANA (CONT’D) 
--This is a debt that does not 
belong to you. It’s not coming for 
you. Not yet. 

The WIND PICKS UP. The WALLS SWAY. And flurries of snow 
glide over the trailer. 

RAMIRO 
Diana, how can this be happening 
if we didn’t do it right?! We 
never finished it! 

DIANA 
It doesn’t matter now. 

Ramiro whimpers by the window. 

The trailer SHAKES and the wind pushes on the walls in 
some abusive dance, shifting back and forth. Ramiro 
WAILS. 

RAMIRO 
I won’t let him take me. He won’t 
take me! 

Ramiro viciously tackles Carlos to the ground, restrains 
him. Diana screams: 
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DIANA 
What are you doing?! 

CARLOS 
Let go! 

Ramiro struggles to restrain him as Carlos writhes and 
screams throughout. 

RAMIRO 
Get me the knife Diana-- 

DIANA 
--What? 

RAMIRO 
There’s still time to appease him! 
If we give him one more-- 

DIANA 
--Get away from my son! 

Ramiro, considering he’s scared shitless, sings a mellow 
tune while holding Carlos down. 

RAMIRO 
These pockets full of blind 
ambition 

Fill instead with heavy gold... 

And Diana plucks a KNIFE from a drawer. 

CARLOS 
Ama, what are you doing? Ama! 

RAMIRO 
...For one of the princes is on 
our side 

One of the seven, is on our 
side... 

She comes close to them with a knife and Carlos can’t 
tell if the blade is for him or Ramiro. 

The singing continues, and Diana looks out the window as 
a GUST OF WIND approaches fast, HOWLING and MOANING with 
an unnatural darkness... 

CARLOS 
Ama! 

Diana STABS Ramiro in the back before he BACKHANDS her to 
the ground. Carlos KICKS his way out of Ramiro’s grasp 
and beats him down with a jab to the face. 

Diana REPEATEDLY STABS Ramiro until he lies motionless on 
the floor. 
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Carlos rushes to his mother, who collapses in a corner. 

DIANA 
Listen to me, Carlos. Look in my 
eyes. Find the contract. Fulfill 
it. There is time. You have time. 

Carlos can’t even force a smile. Yet Diana glows like a 
proud mother and embraces her son. 

DIANA (CONT’D) 
Just close your eyes. 

She shields his eyes and he gives in quietly... 

And time slows down just enough for us to witness their 
beautiful moment... 

 
AND THEN: 

The room SHAKES, the foundations CRACK, and the wind 
PUSHES HARDER. 

 
THIS WHIRLWIND OF HELL RIPS THE TRAILER OPEN LIKE A CAN. 

 

It sends the furniture in the air, the curtains, light 
fixtures, all caught in the air like paper-maché in a 
shredder. 

Carlos sits still in the eye of the storm, untouched by 
it all, and through the final gusts of wind we can see 
Diana, resigned to her fate... 

 
THE WIND PULLS THE LIFE OUT OF DIANA. 

 

Like reaching into the ground for a handful of sand. The 
wind reaches into her body and robs her of life. Of her 
soul. THE WHIRLWIND FADES. 

And Carlos sits in a ravaged room with two dead bodies. 

 

EXT. THE TRAILER -- MOMENTS LATER 

A HAUNTING SCREAM emanates from within the trailer. 
Carlos STUMBLES OUT, unable to bear the catastrophe. 

He gets in his Mother’s car. The engine roars to life. 

He skids his way out of the parking lot and as far away 
from that fucking place as possible. 
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INT. IN THE CAR, ON A DIRT ROAD -- NIGHT 

Enraged, he drives like hell and SCREAMS and pulls at his 
hair and SHOUTS away his grief. 

CARLOS 
(In Spanish w/ English subtitles) 

Why can’t you leave us alone, why 
couldn’t you leave them with me-- 

(he continues in English) 
--Why did you have to take them 
too?! You piece of shit! 

He spits and shouts and punches the dashboard. In his 
desperation, he swerves off to the shoulder and cries: 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
Why did you do this Mama! What the 
fuck have I done to deserve this?! 

Carlos can’t help but recall a voice eager to advise him: 

RAMIRO (VO) 
How do you think your Dad used to 
make it happen? Music, compa! I 
think you have it in you too... 

He SNAPS BACK in time thanks to a friend of his father’s. 

 

BEGIN FLASHBACK: 

INT. THE MÉNDEZ HOUSE -- DAY/FLASHBACK 

Carlos looks out the window at the BUSY INTERSTATE in the 
distance, cars passing by to a better destination than 
their own. Antonio approaches his son with a book. 

ANTONIO 
What are you doing? 

CARLOS 
Nothing. 

ANTONIO 
You know I don’t like you doing 
nothing, chiquillo. 

CARLOS 
You can’t force me to learn the 
progressions, Dad. 

ANTONIO 
That’s what happens, hijo. The 
pain toughens up the fingers. 
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CARLOS 
My fingers can’t do it, okay?! 

He tosses a familiar MUSIC BOOK on his son’s lap. 

ANTONIO 
If you’re not going to use it, you 
might as well return it to the 
library. It’s overdue as it is. 

Carlos eyes the book with reluctance. 

CARLOS 
I don’t have it in me, Dad. 

ANTONIO 
I didn’t have it either. It only 
took me years of blistered fingers 
to get anywhere. That’s all you 
need. Blistered fingers. 

CARLOS 
Or my own guitar... 

ANTONIO 
...Sounds fair. 

Antonio makes a deal with his son and shakes on it. 

ANTONIO (CONT’D) 
Your Ama knows nothing of this 
agreement. Understood? 

Carlos nods and opens the MUSIC BOOK on loan from the 
library... 

END OF FLASHBACK 

 

INT. IN THE CAR, ON A DIRT ROAD -- PRESENT 

Carlos’ eyes widen with an epiphany. 

CARLOS 
The music book. 

Carlos looks to ahead to the road through his tears and 
spots headlights coming his way. TWO POLICE CARS. 

He puts it in drive, turns the opposite direction and out 
of their line of sight. 

 

EXT. THE LOCAL LIBRARY -- LATER ON 

The car pulls up to the front of the library. Carlos 
steps out. Scopes out the windows, pulls at the main door 
that doesn’t budge. So he heads to the back of the place. 
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INT. THE LIBRARY -- MOMENTS LATER 

It’s dark. Through the bookshelves and the stuffy air of 
the classics section of the library, 

WE SEE A ROCK SHATTER THE WINDOW in the corner of the 
room. 

Carlos climbs in.  

 

INT. THE LIBRARY, THE SPANISH SECTION -- LATER ON 

He frantically browses through the bookshelves. Throws 
out the ones in his way, so the music section is mostly 
on the floor. 

CARLOS 
Where is it, where the fuck is 
it?! 

Through the empty bookshelf, Carlos looks to the next 
bookshelf over to find the section clearly labeled: 

 
“SPANISH / ESPAÑOL” 

 

He goes around to it and there, between a Title One Math 
Book and Gabriel Garcia Marquez, sits that worn piece of 
music theory we’ve seen before. “TEORIA MUSICAL.” 

He flips through the pages, inspects the book. 

Finds nothing. He sighs in desperation. Tosses the book 
on the floor, CAUSING THE JACKET TO COME LOOSE... 

Curious, Carlos peels the jacket away and flips it 
over... 

 
There is WRITING ON THE INSIDE, and an INVERTED PENTAGRAM 
SCRATCHED AT THE BOTTOM. He reads: 

CARLOS 
These pockets full of blind 
ambition 

Fill instead with heavy gold, 

For one of the princes is on our 
side 

One of the seven, is on our 
side... 
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We move in closer and the writing-- Chicken scratch, more 
like. It WRIGGLES TO LIFE as Carlos reads out loud in the 
still of the library. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
For I bring tithing to your altar, 

From now on, shall never falter, 

Here, the children of one with 
hunger 

Here for you, their flesh asunder, 

You will soon come to my aid, 

I pray Mammon will get me paid. 

Carlos knows he has what he’s looking for. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
They were bound by the contract. 
What’s there to finish? 

And there, below this unholy verse, hangs his mother’s 
name, adorning the pentagram etching: 

 
“DIANA, RAMIRO 

HERE PLEDGE YOUR ALLEGIANCE” 

 

THE INK FROM THE PENTAGRAM FLUTTERS, IT FALLS AWAY AND 
REVEALS THE GOAT’S FACE NESTLED WITHIN IT. 

Carlos DROPS THE PAPER in fright. 

The BLACK INK DRIPS onto the floor, collects like a 
puddle and GROWS, and out of this fluid and foam 

A GOAT EMERGES, slick with this dark grease and STARES at 
the boy with eyes as black and horrifying as staring into 
the pit of Hell. 

The beast charges at Carlos. FAST. 

This fucking thing’s going to trample him to death. 

Carlos crawls away as fast as he can but is no match for 
this menace-- 

--Two hooves STRIKE HIM on the back and hold him down. 

The GOAT OF HELL HOVERS OVER HIM as a WHISPER is heard 
from all around. That mocking voice he’s heard before. No 
voice has ever terrified Carlos more. 
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MESSENGER 
An innocent soul is owed to the 
prince. An innocent soul by the 
hand of your kin. No need for 
prayer, no need for fear. The deed 
must be done, or he will appear. 

The voice WEEPS AND PRAYS as A SUDDEN ASSAULT OF IMAGES 
AND SOUND FLUTTER before his eyes... 

 

BEGIN FLASHBACK: 

MONTAGE: 

1. Carlos is walking to school, and as he listens to his 
father’s music on the dirt road, a LONE DUST DEVIL 
walks alongside him in the snow-buried sagebrush, like 
a mirage. And then we hear Firs during his 
presentation: 

DR. FIRS (VO) 
What could possibly make her 
renounce twenty-five years of 
honorable servitude? 

 
2. Up on the roof of the nunnery, back to that ETERNAL 

MOMENT when the wind throws Antonio off the ladder, 
PLUMMETS TO THE GROUND-- 

 
3. Skips to the GUST OF BLACK WIND that accompanies 

McMillan as he’s about to stab Antonio on the steps of 
the nunnery. 

Then Chantell’s voice echoes saying: 

CHANTELL (VO) 
It’s my great grandma’s picture, 
why do you care, weirdo?-- 

 
4. --A glimpse of the HORRIFYING GOAT at night outside of 

Carlos’s bedroom window... A snippet of Dr. Firs heard 
once more: 

DR. FIRS (VO) 
Mother Superior Agnes O’Connell 
resigns her vows to the Dominican 
order, and transitions into a new 
life as businesswoman... 
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MONTAGE (CONT’D): 

5. And we see the moment in the trailer when Diana is 
claimed by the wind. This time we see HER FACE. How 
this sickness collects the life from her features, and 
how it peels it away like old skin and ATROPHIES THE 
FLESH. It shrivels the eyes and rots the face and body 
in the most unnatural way. As if decomposition is 
happening all at once. Diana’s voice advises: 

DIANA (VO) 
This is the weapon that killed 
your father. And the one they plan 
to use on you. 

6. And we see the weapon in the TORN PICTURE: Mother 
Superior at her desk handling correspondence. She 
wields a marvelous bronze LETTER OPENER. 

 
7. We recall that image of the GROTESQUE CREATURE inside 

that box in the basement. The George Frederick Watts 
painting. MAMMON. Candles lit below the portrait. 

DR. FIRS (VO) 
Mother Superior was never a devout 
servant. She was an opportunist. 

 
8. And that moment when Carlos escapes the Wishing Well 

and Chantell’s voice SCREAMS from within: 

CHANTELL (VO) 
...I bet you can’t outrun the 
wind, Carlos! Your blood will pay 
the price no matter where you 
go... 

 
9. And that INVERTED PENTAGRAM BECOMES A GOAT on the 

music book... 

 
END FLASHBACK MONTAGE 
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INT. THE LIBRARY, BACK IN THE ARTS SECTION -- PRESENT 

Carlos lies on the floor but the beast is gone. Silence. 

He barely manages to get up on his feet when BOOM! 

The main doors blast open and SEVERAL ARMED POLICE 
OFFICERS rush in. He calls out to the messenger: 

CARLOS 
Mother Superior, I know it’s you! 

Carlos, does not resist as OFFICER FENSTER, the one 
cruising earlier that night, disables the boy and PINS 
HIM BACK DOWN on the floor. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
(screams) 

You have no allegiance to McMillan 
anymore! Only to one of the seven! 
How do I finish it! Why didn’t it 
work?! Whose blood does it want? 

Fenster handcuffs him and reads him his rights as the 
world grows silent once more and the ONLY SOUND REMAINING 
is that of the MOCKING VOICE. That malevolent messenger 
only Carlos can hear... 

MESSENGER 
This debt must be paid tonight, my 
dear. Open the floodgates and 
finish it. Or he will come. He 
will come. 

 

INT. THE POLICE CAR -- NIGHT 

Carlos is borderline comatose as cranky OFFICER FENSTER’S 
VOICE from the driver’s seat startles him. 

FENSTER 
Boy, I tell ya. You kids, your 
generation is going straight to 
Hell. 

Carlos stays quiet. 
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FENSTER (CONT’D) 
And I ain’t just saying that 
‘cause you’re an ethnic boy, I’m 
saying it’s a big problem 
everywhere. But I bet you don’t 
remember when kids were happy 
being good to their parents, 
picking up an instrument, chasing 
pussy even! That’s as normal as 
the good Lord intended! ‘Cause I 
remember clear as day when I was a 
boy I wouldn’t even dream of 
causing mischief, no sir! I had to 
cut firewood back in those days, 
you see? And by Heaven, if my 
daddy taught me something, it’s to 
finish cutting the firewood. 
...What was I saying? 

CARLOS 
This isn’t the way to jail. 

FENSTER 
You’re not going to jail. 

 

EXT. DESOLATE ROAD -- NIGHT 

The lone police cruiser drives down a familiar road and 
soon enough it turns into a deviation up to a hill. 

It’s the road to the nunnery, and all the lights are on. 

They’re waiting for him. 

 

INT. THE NUNNERY, COMMON ROOM -- LATER ON 

Officer Fenster escorts Carlos in. The boy still 
handcuffed. Fenster sets him down on the floor, holds him 
down like a bad puppy. 

CARLOS 
We shouldn’t be here. 

FENSTER 
You keep your trap shut and wait 
‘til McMillan is ready for you. 

On the other side of the common room, there’s a door ajar 
into an adjacent office and there’s COMMOTION INSIDE. 
Carlos closes his eyes and overhears a bit of the 
dialogue. Familiar voices... 
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JAKE (OS) 
Mr. McMillan, you won’t believe 
the shit, I mean the stuff this 
kid was about to do, I mean it 
could have been real bad-- 

AVERY (OS) 
--Yessir, Chantell could have been 
in real trouble. 

And then comes the silver-tongued tone of a businessman: 

MCMILLAN (OS) 
I understand, boys, and I’ll have 
you know your gratitude will not 
go unnoticed. But regarding your 
compensation I’m afraid we’ll have 
to discuss it later. If you’ll 
excuse me... 

Jake and Avery exit the adjacent office. Avery bows 
gracefully out, as if addressing the fucking Queen of 
England. 

As he passes, Jake waves at handcuffed Carlos, and grins 
his way out the front door. Avery gives Carlos the finger 
and exits the nunnery as well. 

MCMILLAN, the tall man built like a brick wall, clean cut 
and all business, casually steps out into the common 
room. The eyes of a snake and the smile of a jackal-- You 
do not want to fuck with this man. 

MCMILLAN 
Sweetie, can you come out here for 
a minute? 

And then, from within the office Chantell timidly steps 
out. Like an innocent girl, sheepishly moves in closer at 
her father’s command. 

MCMILLAN (CONT’D) 
Is this the Mexican who attacked 
you-- 

CARLOS 
--Attacked?! 

MCMILLAN 
(to Carlos) 

No one’s talking in Spanish so you 
don’t get to speak! 

Carlos bites his lip. 
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MCMILLAN (CONT’D) 
(to Chantell) 

Is this him? 

Chantell can’t even look at Carlos. She nods in 
agreement. 

MCMILLAN (CONT’D) 
(to Fenster) 

You collected quite fast. 

FENSTER 
No problem, sir. Anything else? 

McMillan shakes Fenster’s hand, cool as a politician. 

MCMILLAN 
That’ll be all. Thank you, 
Fenster. 

Fenster uncuffs Carlos and swiftly EXITS, before being an 
imposition. 

And now only the three of them remain. McMillan takes the 
time to gracefully remove his SUIT JACKET. Sets it on a 
vacant chair to the side. 

McMillan looms over a bloody and bruised Carlos on the 
floor and Chantell shifts back against the wall, behind 
her father. 

MCMILLAN (CONT’D) 
Does your wetback have a name? 

She loves to play innocent. 

CHANTELL 
...Carlos. 

MCMILLAN 
(in Spanish) 

Carlos. Is that your name? 

Carlos ignores the question. Calls out to Chantell. 

CARLOS 
Chantell-- 

McMillan muscles a HANDGUN out of its holster and brings 
it to Carlos’s temple. 

MCMILLAN 
Who the fuck do you think you are 
not looking at me when I’m talking 
to you? Parasite. 
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CARLOS 
You have the power of Hell on your 
side and you’re coming after me 
with a gun? 

MCMILLAN 
Sweetie, this must be the one, 
since he clearly has no regard for 
authority. Just like his old man. 

CARLOS 
Almost two decades of servitude 
and you can’t even call my father 
by his name? 

MCMILLAN 
I don’t bother learning the names 
of my peasants. 

CARLOS 
Really? Not even the one who 
slaughtered your own son? 

WHACK! 

McMillan SMACKS Carlos on the face with his gun. Carlos 
can’t see straight, this one leaves him on the floor. 
Knocked out. 

MCMILLAN 
It’s about time, babygirl. Let’s 
get downstairs. 

Chantell applauds at the occasion, hops over Carlos and 
through the BASEMENT DOOR, downstairs. 

McMillan picks up the unconscious Carlos and follows 
after.  

 

EXT. THE NUNNERY -- THAT MOMENT 

Jake and Avery watch this whole clusterfuck unfold 
through one of the busted windows and watch them as they 
go down the stairs. 

JAKE 
We gotta get in there. 

AVERY 
Are you kidding me bro? You’re my 
ride, you gotta get me home. 

JAKE 
I want to watch when McMillan 
churns him into refried beans. 
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They inch back in to hear more clearly. 

 

INT. THE WISHING WELL -- LATER ON 

Carlos snaps out of the blackout. He scopes the place 
out. Finds DIM CANDLES surrounding him in a circle at the 
center of the room with five walls. To his left, Chantell 
WIPES THE FLOOR WITH HER HANDS. 

CARLOS 
What are you doing? 

She doesn’t respond, keeps wiping the dirt out of the 
circle. Carlos tilts his head about and finally sees: 

He lies at the center of a GIANT PENTAGRAM CARVED INTO 
THE FLOOR encircled in candlelight. Chantell clears the 
dirt off of it, as if putting it on display. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
Where’s your Father? 

She says nothing. So Carlos starts to rise. 

MCMILLAN (OS) 
I’d rather you not do that. 

McMillan walks in through the doorway. Carries a WOODEN 
BOX as old as the nunnery, it seems. 

MCMILLAN (CONT’D) 
You’ll blow out the candles if you 
move too much. 

CARLOS 
What makes you think you’ll get 
away with this? 

MCMILLAN 
Well, let’s take a look: The 
grapevine is all aflutter with 
word that you’ve trespassed 
private property, vandalized my 
trailer park, and from what the 
boys tell me, you harassed my 
sweet daughter and you even 
thought it’d be a good idea to 
murder one of my employees! So 
what else could I do, I had to 
stop you from causing further 
damage! 

CARLOS 
I do like to leave my mark... 
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McMillan opens his wooden box and out comes the LETTER 
OPENER, that marvelous BRONZE WEAPON. 

MCMILLAN 
And that’s not including the 
birthday cake... 

CARLOS 
Do you bother to think of why he 
did it? Why he killed Liam? 

McMillan holds the sharp end of the Letter Opener up to 
his neck. 

MCMILLAN 
Tread lightly... 

McMillan brings makes his way down with the letter opener 
to Carlos’ shirt. 

CHANTELL 
Daddy, I want to do it-- 

MCMILLAN 
--In a minute babygirl, he’s 
almost ready for you. 

McMillan POPS AWAY THE BUTTONS and exposes the boy’s 
chest. 

CARLOS 
Okay, I have another one for you: 
Why didn’t my father’s sacrifice 
work? 

CHANTELL 
(to McMillan) 

Can we cover his mouth? 

MCMILLAN 
(to Chantell) 

Not if you want to do it right-- 

CARLOS 
--Jesus Christ, you’re actually 
doing this-- 

MCMILLAN 
Yes we are. The right way. 

CARLOS 
So what went wrong-- 

McMillan takes the letter opener and DIGS into Carlos’ 
torn hand and he screams in agony-- 
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MCMILLAN 
--It all went wrong because your 
father was worthless maggot who 
had no business meddling! There’s 
only one day to sacrifice! 

The WIND HOWLS. The draft in the room GROWS into a GALE. 
McMillan and Chantell BOTH KNEEL at each side of Carlos. 
McMillan RESTRAINS Carlos as he FLAILS to get free--  

CHANTELL 
It’s time, Daddy! 

Carlos can’t look any longer, he shuts his eyes in 
resignation. Stops flailing as McMillan prays. 

MCMILLAN 
As my father before me, and his 
mother before him! To preserve our 
way of life as we preserve our 
eternal allegiance to our Prince 
of Princes! Our Lord Mammon, to 
you we commend this body as we 
renew our commitment for another 
generation! Let my daughter serve 
you for the next twenty-five until 
she may join those who came before 
her in your presence. Let her be 
loyal to you and offer her first 
tithing to you, forever our 
Prince! 

McMillan RELINQUISHES the LETTER OPENER to Chantell. 

 
MCMILLAN (CONT’D) 

My babygirl. Open the floodgates! 

Carlos REOPENS HIS EYES with a glint of DISCOVERY. 

 
IN THAT MOMENT: 

A complete stillness fills Carlos, though Chantell holds 
the WEAPON above his belly. TIME SLOWS DOWN. Makes sense. 

Carlos tilts his head back a little. Just enough to find: 

 
A HOLE IN THE CEILING. THE SIZE OF A QUARTER. 

 
He looks to his left, right where the light shines 
through the hole above him. It points to a MOUND OF 
UNDISTURBED DIRT, within reach of his BLOODY LEFT HAND-- 
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It’s the GUITAR PICK. His key to the floodgates. Carlos 
GRIPS the DIRT. A soldier with a live grenade... 

CARLOS 
(barely a whisper) 

We both have keys. 

 

BACK TO REALTIME: 

McMillan weeps tears of redemption and we hear him loud 
and clear: 

MCMILLAN (CONT’D) 
They took our Liam, baby. They 
took our Liam from us and now 
justice has come! Justice has 
come! 

Chantell raises the BRONZE WEAPON to bury it in Carlos. 

CARLOS 
Hey asshole: When God closes the 
door, you shatter the fucking 
window. 

He SLAMS the CLUMP OF DIRT, at the CENTER OF THE 
PENTAGRAM— 

 
The CIRCLE SHATTERS LIKE GLASS INTO A VOID-- 

 

Carlos crawls the fuck back against the wall. Sings a 
song his father wrote: 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
These pockets full of blind 
ambition 

Fill instead with heavy gold-- 

McMillan and his daughter, also against the wall are 
separated by the HELLMOUTH OF THE ABYSS as it unleashes a 
HURRICANE OF HOWLS, MOANS AND TEMPEST--  

Carlos continues the prayer in song. Loud and angry 
against the gate of HELL. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
For one of the princes is on our 
side 

One of the seven, is on our  

side... 
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McMillan can see the boy mouth the words from across the 
room. He’s foiled-- 

MCMILLAN 
--NO! 

From one end of the wall to another, a shadow travels 
around the room. Very hazy at first, but it begins to 
clear like morning fog and all of a sudden, McMillan sees 
the shadow of his boy Liam, skipping about, wrapped in a 
POWERFUL RUSH OF WIND that fills the room. 

Echoes of his LAUGHTER scatter against the walls: 

MCMILLAN (CONT’D) 
It can’t be. My boy. My baby boy. 

McMillan stands petrified by the image. PARALLEL LINES 
appear across the walls, like the tire tracks of a boy’s 
Hot Wheels Sedan, leaving a trail behind them.  

CARLOS 
For I bring tithing to your altar, 

From now on, shall never falter... 

The LIGHTS FLICKER and Chantell sinks to the floor, in 
fright. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
Here, the child of one with 
hunger... 

McMillan reaches for the fragments of his son and 
Chantell screams at him and pulls at his arm to no avail. 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
Here for you, his flesh asunder 

Transfixed, McMillan gets closer and closer... 

CARLOS (CONT’) 
He will soon come to your aid, 

The SHADOWS GRIP McMillan’s arm and DRAG HIM DOWN-- 

CARLOS (CONT’D) 
Pray to Mammon and he’ll get you 
paid. 

CHANTELL 
Dad No!!! 

The HELLMOUTH claims McMillan-- 

--Carlos leaps back as the GROUND SHAKES. 

The pentagram rebuilds like CHUNKS OF EARTH CLASHING BACK 
INTO PLACE and before our eyes. Yet the VOICES OF 
INUMERABLE SUFFERERS linger from the pit of oblivion. 
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Chantell SCREAMS and covers her face-- 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
Daddy!!! 

Carlos, in all of this CHAOS OF VOICES, tunes in to one 
in particular, that WHISPERS in his ear... 

MESSENGER 
No need for weeping, my dear. 
Finish it. 

CARLOS 
They’re all dead! I can’t bring 
them back! 

MESSENGER 
Finish it. Or he will come. 

Chantell desperately PULLS at the door to no avail and 
snot covers her face. 

CHANTELL 
No please... 

The storm of VOICES SOAR like a beehive. And then 

SILENCE. 

 
For the first time, the wind is nowhere to be heard. 

Then a THUD from upstairs. HEAVY FOOTSTEPS ensue and the 
WOOD CREAKS. And VOICES OF NUNS in the walls begin to 
pray like before. While others WHISPER to Carlos: 

MESSENGER 
Finish it. Finish it. Finish it. 
Finish it. Finish it. Finish it. 

It all BUILDS LIKE A SYMPHONY and Carlos knows THE BEAST 
is coming. 

The FOOTSTEPS are RESOUNDING TREMORS. Coming down the 
stairs. Fast approaching that door. 

Carlos looks at Chantell and knows what must be done. 

She knows too. Cowers and snivels in a corner. 

CHANTELL 
Carlos please, please look at me—
spare me please I know you like me 
please I will do anything please! 

He goes to her, she FLAILS in defiance. He DRAGS her into 
the center of the pentagram. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
Carlos please, please. 
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He picks up McMillan’s gun and pulls out the clip, tosses 
the bullets aside. 

CHANTELL (CONT’D) 
Don’t do this. 

 
CARLOS BASHES HER HEAD IN WITH THE BUTT OF THE GUN. 

 

Her lifeless body COLLAPSES in the middle of the room. 

Carlos recedes against the wall as Chantell’s blood RUNS 
and FILLS THE DEEP CREVICES OF THE PENTAGRAM. 

From the pentagram at the center of the room: 

As if emanating from quicksand, a SERIES OF LIMBS RISE 
from the bowels of the dark and STRETCH OUT THEIR 
MULTIPLE JOINTS to claim Chantell’s fresh body. 

 
The DEMONIC LIMBS PULL HER into the ABYSS.  

 
The THUNDEROUS FOOTSTEPS RECEDE. Mammon is appeased. 

And there, just at his feet, lies a STEEL GUITAR PICK 
WITH FIVE POINTS. 

Carlos snatches it from the ground and slides it in his 
pocket. The room is real quiet, and from his vantage 
point he catches the moon peeking out of the clouds. 

 

INT. THE NUNNERY, COMMON ROOM -- DAWN 

The morning light is yet to break in through those busted 
windows, but there’s enough for Carlos to notice 
something peculiar on his way out of the stairwell: 

TWO BODIES on the floor, freshly MAULED and all over 
their backs, savage HOOF PRINTS from the small of their 
backs up to where their skulls used to be. All that 
remains of Jake and Avery. 

 

EXT. THE NUNNERY, BY THE MAIN DOOR -- DAWN 

Carlos steps out into the light and the cool breeze wakes 
him up. He looks like shit. Luckily he wears McMillan’s 
fine SUIT JACKET to keep himself warm. He looks up and 
down that hill, calculating his next move. 
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EXT. HIGHWAY I-80, WESTBOUND -- DAY 

We see an old Greyhound Bus speed by as the sign on the 
side of the road reads: 

 

“LEAVING THE COWBOY STATE 

COME BACK SOON!” 

 

INT. THE GREYHOUND BUS -- SAME 

In the midst of the faces sitting on that bus, trashy 
folk, young folk, all races and creeds, sits a young 
Mexican boy wearing an oversized suit jacket. He reads a 
Musician’s Friend Catalogue, browsing the guitars.  

He sticks his hand in McMillan’s Jacket Pocket and pulls 
out a ROLL OF CASH. His wounds are a bit fresh, but 
there’s a fearless grin on his face as he whispers to 
himself: 

CARLOS 
So much for that second date... 

 

EXT. HIGHWAY I-80, WESTBOUND -- DAY 

The bus is a runaway bullet and the morning sun is just 
getting warm. And the boy is free. 
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DISSOLVE TO: 

INT. THE LIBRARY, THE SPANISH SECTION -- DAY 

At the local library, we move through the stuffy 
bookshelves collecting moisture. 

Nobody ever goes to the Spanish Section. 

We MOVE THROUGH shelves of books upon books and we 
finally land on a familiar title in Spanish: 

 
“MUSIC THEORY, BEGINNERS” 

!
Curiously, we notice A WELLING OF BLACK INK. 

It DRIPS from the spine of the book, steadily, like beads 
onto the mildewed library carpet. 

FADE OUT. 

 

 
 

 

 

THE END 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 


